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"You have mystery service ahead, and will soon enough realize what is expected of you."
Hilma af Klint (in her journal)

EXT. ADELSO ISLAND/SWEDEN - PRE-DAWN
A lemon yellow moon shines along the surface of the water
as it laps against the shore.
IRIS (V.O.)
Sometimes the waters of life flush out
our being.
An ancient RUNE stone sits beyond the shoreline. Glowing
in the moonlight.
INT. BEDROOM/FARMHOUSE - NIGHT (SWEDEN 1886)
A small tile fireplace. A few dying embers glow in the
pre-dawn hour.
Two feet dangle over the side of a twin bed. They reach
down and touch the floor.
IRIS (V.O.)
Awakening parts of our selves we never
knew existed.
13-year-old HILMA AF KLINT climbs out of her bed and
stares out the window.
EXT. ADELSO ISLAND/SWEDEN - PRE-DAWN
Everything seems blue in the opalescent pre-dawn light.
Hilma walks through a field in her nightdress, heading
toward the water, where the sky is lightest.
IRIS (V.O.)
In this intimacy a door opens.
Hilma feels the softness of the air as it parts. It is as
if the world is permeable and then, all at once it FLAMES
INTO LIFE.
IRIS (V.O.)
Fueling desire.
Branches of the pines glow like copper. Slender needles
yellow as sulfur. Window panes of the cottages dotted
along the shore sparkle like glowing mirrors.
Yet this is not sunrise. This is the world pouring into
her and through her as she is cast in its blinding flow.

2.
EXT. KARLBERG CASTLE - DAY (TIME JUMP)
Home of the Military Academy where Hilma’s father is an
Admiral. The family lives here.
INT. KLINT RESIDENCES/KARLBERG CASTLE - DAY
Golden rays of spring sun fall through the windows
illuminating the volumes on a bookshelf. Swedenborg,
Goethe, Hegel, Phaedrus…
HILMA (16) removes a book by Swedenborg from the shelf.
IRIS (V.O.)
Desire for knowledge.
JUMP
Hilma reads GOETHE’S COLOR THEORY.
JUMP
HILMA completes a complex mathematical equation as her
father VICTOR (40s) looks on, pleased with her work. Her
brother GUSTAF (4 years older) sits beside her, working
on the same equation. He leans over to look at her work.
JUMP
HILMA draws an anatomical sketch of a pet parakeet. Her
young sister HERMINA (6) feeds their pet parakeet seeds.
INT. BEDROOM/KARLBERG CASTLE - NIGHT
Victor comforts his crying wife.
IRIS (V.O.)
Desire to go beyond.
Hilma (18) sits beside HERMINA on the bed, holding her
hand. Hermina is dying of flu. Hilma studies her face as
life slowly fades.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT (TIME JUMP)
IRIS (V.O.)
Desire to transcend.
Hilma lights a candle and stares into the flame. Her best
friend ANNA (18) sits across from her.
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Between them lies a wooden talking board (aka Ouija Board) on
her lap. Hilma places her hand on the planchette.
INT. DRAWING STUDIO/ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS, STOCKHOLM - DAY
Twenty art students at their easels, painting dead
rabbits from life.
HILMA (20) is one of four FEMALE STUDENTS in the room.
The rest are men. Her best friend ANNA paints at the
easel beside her.
ON HILMA’S CANVAS: A smattering of muddy tones.
IRIS (V.O.)
Until a realization finally arrives.
Hilma adds light and dark tones to her painting until the
image of the rabbit EMERGES from the primordial chaos.
IRIS (V.O.)
Visible reality hides a deeper one.
INT. THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - NIGHT
A bookshelf filled with occult/esoteric titles. They
include MAN VISIBLE and INVISIBLE, THOUGHT FORMS, THE
SECRET KNOWLEDGE, THE GOLDEN BOUGH.
Hilma and Anna are seated at a round wooden table. Six
other men and women are with them. There is a white table
cloth, a cross, a rose and a candle. Hilma and Anna
exchange a glance as they join hands with the others and
the seance begins.
IRIS (V.O.)
All our actions rest on things unseen.
EXT. GALÄRVARVSKYRKOGÅRDEN (NAVAL CEMETERY) - DAY
Clouds hang low in the sky. A military funeral for
Hilma’s father. Her brother GUSTAF in captain uniform,
stands at attention with the other TROOPS.
Hilma (mid-20s) stands beside her mother, Tilda, in front
of her father’s grave. Next to it sits Hermina’s stone.
IRIS (V.O.)
This desire, to know what cannot be
known, fuels creation.
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As the casket is lowered, the clouds lift, becoming a
long veil of red in the west. Hilma peers out at the
veil.
INT. ROOM - NIGHT
A copy of Annie Besant’s THOUGHT FORMS rests on the table
beside them.
IRIS (V.O.)
Becoming a hunger.
Hilma and Anna engage in AUTOMATIC WRITING by the light
of a candle. Hilma’s scrawls are frantic and intense.
INT. ROOM - ANOTHER NIGHT
A revolt.

IRIS (V.O.)

Anna continues AUTOMATIC WRITING but Hilma begins to
create a drawing.
INT. ROOM - ANOTHER NIGHT
A drive.

IRIS (V.O.)

Hilma puts the pencil down and comes out of her
meditative state. She studies her drawing.
It’s like nothing she’s ever done before. In fact, it’s
like nothing EVER done before and she knows it.
FADE OUT
FADE UP
TITLES OVER
“UNSEEN”
INT. SAAB - DAY (1986, SWEDEN) (FRAMING NARRATIVE)
An old man, with intense blue eyes, stares out the window
of the passenger seat. His name is ERIK AF KLINT (80s).
His son, JOHAN (40s) drives. Erik is holding a slightly
tattered cut-out article from the Los Angeles Times.
The Byline reads: Portraying the Invisible.
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JOHAN
You okay, Dad?
Fine.

ERIK

Johan doesn’t look so sure as he turns past the front
gates of the UNIVERSITY OF GOTHENBERG.
INT. LECTURE HALL - DAY
A female curator, IRIS SADQVIST (40s) stands at the
podium lecturing forty students. A large slide of a
Jackson Pollack painting on the screen behind her.
IRIS
There’s an audacity to this work.
We recognize IRIS’S voice as that of our narrator.
IRIS (CONT’D)
We feel the artist’s desire to break into
territory not tried before.
INT. HALLWAY/OUTSIDE LECTURE HALL - LATER
Iris has her coat on, her bag slung over her arm.
Exchanging good-byes to THREE ACADEMICS as she prepares
to leave.
Erik sits on a bench nearby with Johan. Johan looks at
his father. It’s now or never. Erik nods.
JOHAN
(as he stands)
Ms. Sadqvist. We were hoping you could
spare a moment.
She doesn’t really have a moment to spare but Erik is
already on his feet and she can’t walk away now.
Erik approaches and hands her the article.
ERIK
From the Los Angeles Times. About my
aunt.
JOHAN
She was an artist. Hilma af Klint.
Iris scans the article quickly.

6.
IRIS
They say her work is a revelation. You
must be very proud.
ERIK
They only hung two paintings. There’s
more.
Iris doesn’t quite understand. Johan senses her confusion
and shows her two photographs.
JOHAN
These are from the show in Los Angeles.
IRIS
(impressed)
They’re lovely. Very modern. Remind me of
Kandinsky or Malevich.
ERIK
They came later.
Iris looks at him. Slightly puzzled.
JOHAN
She painted these in 1906.
INT. ERIK’S HOME - DAY
Erik leads Iris and Johan up the narrow staircase to the
third floor of the small home.
JOHAN
She died in 1944. Left everything to my
father.
ERIK
Over a thousand pieces.
JOHAN
Tried to donate it to the Stockholm
Museum. Weren’t interested.
They reach the landing of the third floor and walk down
the hallway.
IRIS
How did the museum in Los Angeles learn
about her?
JOHAN
Through her involvement in the Occult.
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ERIK
(correcting)
She was a Theosophist.
Johann and Iris don’t fully understand the difference but
Erik’s defensive tone suggests the need to tread lightly.
They reach the landing of the third floor and walk down
the hallway.
IRIS
She was an Academy artist?
ERIK
(nodding)
Landscapes, portraits, botanicals.
He pulls down the rickety, retractable wooden staircase
and they head up.
ERIK (CONT’D)
But this was her life’s work.
INT. ATTIC - DAY
Erik tugs on the light string. A bare bulb illuminates
the space. Stacks of leather bound notebooks on top of a
filing cabinet. Tubes lined up on shelves and thirty 5x5
(feet) wooden crates and ten abstract water color
drawings tacked to the wall. In total there are 1200
paintings, 100 notebooks, 26,000 pages of notes.
Iris looks as if she’s stumbled on a treasure trove.
She gently opens one of Hilma's notebooks. Glances at a
series of small drawings (2x2 inches) with specific
instructions for production and copious notes in a neat
cursive handwriting.
IRIS
Why hidden away?
ERIK
The work couldn’t be seen until forty
years after her passing.
Iris doesn’t understand.
JOHAN
(reluctant)
She claimed it was a commission from the
Astral Plane.
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We sense that Johan isn’t sure what to make of this.
ERIK
(firm)
They were for the future.
Iris resists the urge to judge mostly because she is so
staggered by the strange beauty of Hilma’s work.
IRIS
What was she like?
ERIK
Scientific. Curious. But unsentimental.
Erik pulls a painting from one of the tubes. He unrolls
it and lays in on top of the storage crates.
ERIK (CONT’D)
This was the first.
Iris is astounded. Barely able to hide her excitement.
IRIS
This is seven years before any of the
modernists. Imagine how thrilling it must
have been.
INT. HILMA’S ATELIER - DAY (1906, STOCKHOLM)
A coveted Academy studio with large windows overlooking
Hamngatan (Port Street), a main boulevard in central
Stockholm.
There is a long work table cluttered with paints, cans,
brushes and an assortment of sketches.
Against the walls we see canvases and drawings
(landscapes, portraits, illustrations) in various stages
of completion. It’s clear that this is the studio of a
busy working artist.
HILMA tacks a piece of raw canvas (5x5) onto the wall.
She stares at the blank canvas with her intense blue eyes.
REVERSE
Her pupils dilate and a soft buzzing SOUND (like you
might hear in a bee hive) can be heard.

9.
A TRANSPARENT OVERLAY appears behind her (this might look
like an x-ray or a faded projection or it might be more
painterly like Juan Gris’ “Still Life Before an Open
Window”). The overlay suggests a different, darker room.
We may even see a wall of books in the background.
A Man steps into frame directly over Hilma’s shoulder. He
is in his late-thirties and possesses a kind of brutish
physical charisma. His name is AMALIEL.
Amaliel whispers in Hilma’s ear, literally breathing
through her (and there’s a definite erotic quality to the
interaction) as she begins to paint with deliberate
strokes.
INT. HILMA’S ATELIER - DAY
Hilma stands in front of the completed painting. It’s the
first from the PRIMORDIAL CHAOS series that Iris viewed
in Erik’s attic.
Standing along side Hilma are four female artists (who
are also with the Academy). Her best friend ANNA and
three others, CORNELIA, SIGRID and MATHILDE - all in
their late 20s to mid-30s.
The painting is so different and so modern. It’s like
nothing they’ve ever seen.
SIGRID
Is it even a painting?
HILMA
Of course it’s a painting.
SIGRID
It doesn’t represent anything.
HILMA
I don’t fully understand what it means
but I know that I’m supposed to paint it.
Her answer makes them uncomfortable. The women exchange a
few frustrated, furtive glances. Until one of them says
what they’re all thinking.
CORNELIA
It’s inappropriate.
Hilma looks at her. Is she serious?
MATHILDE
Don’t let Martinson see it.
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Cornelia, Sigrid and Mathilde walk out of the studio.
Only Anna remains.
HILMA
What? You agree?
Anna exhales. As if she expects a certain degree of
stubbornness.
HILMA (CONT’D)
Larsson and Johansson get to paint what
they want.
ANNA
Rules are different for us.
HILMA
There’s a presence. Guiding me. I feel
him.
ANNA
(firm)
You go too far.
HILMA
Really? So you only believe when it’s
easy.
ANNA
This isn’t a theosophical debate and I’m
not some neophyte. I know you. Idea in
your head and you don’t get it out. So
you tell yourself you’re being guided but
in reality it’s your own damn stubborn
will.
(with growing irritation)
For once be satisfied with what you have. You
are a working artist one of only a dozen
maybe in all of Sweden. Isn’t that enough?
No.

HILMA

Anna looks pissed.
ANNA
It’s enough for me.

Take it down.

As she walks out, she turns back to Hilma.
ANNA (CONT’D)
Try to think of someone besides yourself
for once.

11.
Hilma watches her leave. She peers up at the large
petition hanging in the hallway opposite her studio.
It READS: The Women Must Go and contains a dozen signatures.
Hilma SLAMS her studio door shut on it.
EXT. BRAHEGATAN STREET - NIGHT
A posh residential neighborhood in the Östermalm
district. Hilma crosses the street quickly and enters a
well-heeled apartment building.
INT. HILMA APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma shares the spacious apartment with her mother
TILDA. The Klints are poor nobility as such they have
good taste but not a lot of money. Their furnishings are
old but good.
Their part-time servant MOLLY (16) greets her at the door
and takes her coat. Molly has a relaxed relationship with
her employers. More like a little sister than a maid. And it
should be noted that The Klints behave more like Middle
Class people than nobility.
HILMA
I only have a moment to say hello to
mother and then I have to turn right back
around.
MOLLY
Your brother and his wife are here with
Erik. They’ve brought someone.

Who?

HILMA
(slightly puzzled)

MOLLY
He’s English. (whispering) And handsome.
Hilma reacts with slight irritation as she heads down the
hallway.
We might glance a sepia tinted family photograph which
includes younger sister Hermina and father Vincent.

12.
INT. SITTING ROOM
Hilma enters to find her mother TILDA playing a game of
checkers with her grandson ERIK (5).
TILDA
We were worried you’d be late.
We recognize his brilliant blue eyes as Hilma tussles his
hair and kisses him on the cheek. A clear fondness
between the two of them.
Her sister-in-law BABETTE (30) is pouring drinks by the
bar tray. Hilma gives her a quick kiss on the cheek.
HILMA
(slightly confused)
Have I forgotten something?
Her brother GUSTAF (30) is seated with the handsome
Englishman HALLIDAY (35). They rise to greet her.
BABETTE
(as she passes Gustaf a
drink)
Not at all. We’re the interlopers.
GUSTAF
This is Arthur Halliday. Arthur is an
economic attache with the British
Diplomatic Corp.
Hilma reacts with mild amusement. We sense Gustaf is
trying to make an impression.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
My sister, Hilma.
Halliday takes her hand.
HALLIDAY
Your brother speaks so highly of you.
Hilma reacts with mild amusement.
GUSTAF
We were hoping to join you tonight at
your lecture.
HILMA
(caught off-guard)
The Theosophical Society.
She glances at Gustaf, curious.

13.

Yes.

GUSTAF

HILMA
A sudden interest?
TILDA
Your brother has always had a very open
mind.
HILMA
(dry)
That hasn’t been my experience.
Halliday laughs. He seems to appreciate the familial
dynamic and seems at ease and amused.
HALLIDAY
Your suspicions are not unfounded.
Truth is, I’m desperate to make the
acquaintance of two members of the Board.
Hilma reacts to Halliday the way most women react to a
handsome, charming man.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
I’ve tried all other avenues. You’re my
last hope.
We should sense the start of a mutual attraction between
them.
INT. STOCKHOLM THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - NIGHT
An enormous room with plush carpets, comfortable chairs
and beechen wainscotting brown with age.
A placard rests on a wooden easel. It READS: RUDOLF
STEINER: AN OUTLINE OF OCCULT SCIENCE. On a table beside
it we see an assortment of books and pamphlets that hint
at the nature of this society: The Spiritual and the
Scientific, The Secret Doctrine, Man Visible and
Invisible, Occult Chemistry.
The occult is a fashionable pastime among the Swedish
Bourgeoisie. Forty well-heeled members of Stockholm
Society (70/30 women/male) listen as Austrian
philosopher, RUDOLF STEINER (40s) speaks from the podium.
Hilma sits beside Halliday. Her brother stands off to the
side. Anna sits across the room, but she and Hilma will
occasionally exchange a look.
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Anna is irritated with Hilma but her irritation is
trumped by her curiosity about Halliday.
STEINER
During ancient times, the higher
possibilities of human spirit were
matters of common belief. Today that
belief is regarded as superstition.
Sitting nearby, we see COUNTESS LIND (50s), with her
slightly swollen face and noble carriage. Beside her is
her barrel-chested husband THE COUNT (70s).
STEINER (CONT’D)
Science confirms a vast unseen world all
around us. X-Rays. Electromagnetic waves.
Yet many of us still refuse to believe.
Countess can’t help but notice Hilma’s ‘date’, Halliday.
Halliday senses her gaze but maintains his focus on the
lecture. She and her husband are his targets.
STEINER (CONT’D)
We are matter and spirit. Capable of
using the astral body as freely as one
uses the physical body.
Hilma listens intently.
STEINER (CONT’D)
Our spiritual masters are not cold faroff stars. They are physical beings,
existing on the astral plane. Concerned
with the direct teaching, training and
helping of man.
INT. THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY - LATER
A reception in honor of Steiner. Various party mingling/coverage.
Gustaf and Halliday chat with The Countess and The Count.
Hilma stands with Anna, stealing half glances at
Halliday.
ANNA
Economic Attache? What does that mean?
HILMA
I have no idea.
Hilma glances his way. He catches her looking and flicks
a smile as he continues chatting with The Countess.
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ANNA
What’s your brother doing with him?
HILMA
(shrugs)
Latent ambition?
ANNA
That would be a first.
They turn their gaze on Steiner holding court with three
sycophants who hang on his every word.
ANNA (CONT’D)
(re Steiner)
What did you think?
HILMA
Was hoping he’d talk more about Fichte’s
concept of the ego.
Anna expects as much from her friend.
ANNA
Never enough.
HILMA
But I agree with him. The masters are
physical beings. They can be known to us.
Anna finally bites.
ANNA
And what’s your Master like?
He’s strong.

HILMA

ANNA
Strong like Mr. Halliday?
Hilma thinks about it for a moment...
Different.

HILMA

Halliday approaches. Anna takes leave to give them a
moment alone.
HALLIDAY
I appreciate your help this evening.
HILMA
I’m still not sure what I did.
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HALLIDAY
You secured safe passage into the astral
realm.
Hilma stifles a smile. Halliday is charmed by her and
she’s definitely enjoying the attention.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
I’ve never met an actual artist.
HILMA
And how are you finding it?
HALLIDAY
I expected you to be more Bohemian.
Carpets on the furniture. Walls painted
red. Gypsy in the corner. That sort of
thing.
She laughs.
HILMA
I don’t eat meat... If that helps.
HALLIDAY
Much better. Thank you for upholding my
narrow world view.
Hilma looks bemused. They glance out at the crowd in the
room.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
I wasn’t expecting such a large turnout.
HILMA
The Occult has become very popular.
HALLIDAY
In London, too.
HILMA
I preferred when it was more intimate.
She glances at him on the word.
HILMA (CONT’D)
What is your business here in Sweden? If
I may ask?
HALLIDAY
My country is interested in furthering
their relationship with your country.
He’s flirting with her and she’s enjoying the attention.

17.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
To that end, would you allow me to repay
you for your efforts?
HILMA
What did you have in mind?
HALLIDAY
Debussy? Tomorrow night.
HILMA
(playful)
Only if you believe it will help further
diplomatic relations.
The chemistry between them clearly mutual.
HALLIDAY
I think it’s a must.
INT. HILMA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma enters her apartment, tosses her coat to the side
and walks down the hallway.
INT. TILDA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Hilma sits on the side of her mother’s bed. Tilda is
awake but very tired.
How was it?
Lovely.

TILDA
HILMA

TILDA
Mr. Halliday seems very nice.
Hilma smiles bemused. Her mother has been angling for her to
marry some time though she’d never come out and admit it.
He does.

HILMA

TILDA
His family is in banking. Upper Class
though no peerage.
Hilma disapproves.
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HILMA
Really, Mother. We’re poor nobility at
this point.
TILDA
Still nobility. Which makes it an even
match.
HILMA
(laughs)
I’ve only just met the man. (changing the
subject) What is Gustaf doing with him?
TILDA
The British want to invest in our country
and Gustaf is helping.
HILMA
Enterprising of him. For once.
TILDA
Don’t disparage your brother. He didn’t
have your freedom.
We sense her mother’s comment is a bit of a sore point.
Go to sleep.

HILMA

She shuts out the light and heads out of the room.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Hilma stands in front of her bedroom window wearing her
nightdress. It’s the start of summer and a blue gloom
rests over the city. As if the sky doesn’t quite know if
it is night or day.
As she stares out the window, we begin to hear the sound
of her heartbeat.
The pupil of her eye expands as her native visual
function asserts itself (Note - this is not tied to the
physical mechanism of seeing). A soft buzzing SOUND (like
you might hear in a bee hive) can be heard.
HILMA’S POV
Something unexpected begins to happen outside her window.
Another city, we’ll call it THE ASTRAL CITY, emerges in
the transparent overlay.

19.
EXT. ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
This city comes to life outside her window (which now
sits at street level).
It looks like a city in Western Europe (Prague, Paris,
Bruges) though its precise location is the Astral Plane
(and arrival is a matter of consciousness). There are
electric street lights, apartment buildings, horse
traffic, the odd car and delivery van. The inhabitants
are dressed in Victorian Style.
Amaliel walks down the street. As he walks, Hilma peers
out from inside her bedroom and watches him.
ON HILMA
Her breath quickens as he nears. He looks her way. Their
eyes meet. There is a crackle of electricity as he passes.
Hilma opens the window and shouts his name but the sound
of her voice doesn’t carry through her transparent
overlay into his. Instead it bounces back like an echo.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
The ECHO snaps Hilma out of her meditative state. The
Astral City has disappeared from her view. Now it’s just
five stories to the cold, hard pavement below. Hilma
pulls herself inside and shuts the window.
EXT. GAS LIT BACK STREET/ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
In a dark alley we see long shadows from a gas light as
Amaliel turns the corner.
As he continues down the street we begin to notice things
about this place that are very different from our own
world.
A TERRIFIED MAN, dressed in long-john pajamas, runs down
the street SCREAMING as he is chased by a pack of rabid
dogs. His sleeping body floats along beside him. In the
Astral World this is a NIGHTMARE.
Amaliel walks past two WOMEN. They are dressed like
prostitutes and look strung out. These are SHADES. Their
Divine Spirit has left their ether body but their baser
id instincts remain behind. Both Male and Female shades
are ruled by the pleasure-pain principle. They stare out
at Amaliel wanting a fix (sex or drugs will do).
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He ignores them and keeps walking. We notice projections
on the sides of the buildings behind him. They are a
living photographic/filmic log of everything that has
ever happened. They are known as ASTRAL MEMORY
PROJECTIONS and they are the memory of the universe.
(Note: These images are purely lyrical and the choice of
images can have an almost experimental feel. Their range
can run from the broadly drawn to the utterly specific.
They can include war and violence and even brute nature
but there are also grand cosmic displays, births, nature
and even small moments of joy experienced by random
people. As a whole they should function as an expression
of faith and hope in an imperfect world.)
Amaliel reaches the end of the street. His small figure
dwarfed by the Astral Memory Projections as he disappears
up a staircase.
EXT. TRAIN STATION/ASTRAL PLANE - NIGHT
A steam train is waiting at platform five. Passengers are
alighting and boarding.
Through the crowd we see ESTHER (30s) smartly dressed
walking out of the First Class section. Amaliel
approaches and takes her travel case from her.
They walk along the platform together.
ESTHER
The world has become a very complicated
place.
Amaliel doesn’t react but we sense she is telling him
what he already knows.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
Turkish decline. Russian Expansion.
Germany and Britain are in an arms race.
Every western nation has a war plan.
EXT. EMBANKMENT / ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
Electric lights shine along the curve of the river’s edge
as Amaliel and Esther walk the embankment.
AMALIEL
They have a plan.

21.
ESTHER
They say things will resolve on their
own.
He reacts with disbelief.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
They want you to focus on the girl.
Mistake.

AMALIEL

ESTHER
They believe the Shell population is in
decline.
AMALIEL
They’re fools.
She falls silent. They continue walking. After a beat,
she tries again.
ESTHER
They were very complimentary.
Acknowledged your expertise.
Amaliel reacts with frustration.
AMALIEL
Then why do they keep me here?
Esther peers at him and softens a little.
ESTHER
Only you can answer that.
We have the sense he doesn’t know.
As they reach the front steps of a BELLE EPOCH apartment
building Amaliel pauses, anticipating the usual invite.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
Not tonight. I’m tired.
He hands her the bag and watches as she heads inside.
EXT. BACK LANE/ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
Amaliel walks home through an emotionally dark landscape
in the seedy side of the city. The Astral Memory plays in
this part of town but the images are ignored by the
inhabitants.
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He passes a Butcher Shop. Through the window we see TWO
SUICIDES hack away at bloody carcasses.
Beside it sits a rowdy Public House where VICTIMS OF
SUDDEN DEATHS drink themselves into a second death.
A little further on wealthy DECADENTS and MATERIALISTS
line up outside a fancy Brothel.
Amaliel looks up at the SHADE PROSTITUTES with their dead
fish eyes... Peering out on their balconies while the
Astral Memory projects against their bodies.
Amaliel reaches the end of the lane and pauses in front
of an empty storefront.
EXT. STOREFRONT - NIGHT
Amaliel peers through the dusty window. No sign of anyone
inside.
He tries the door. Locked.
His gaze falls on a small lump of waxy material stuck to
the door frame. He looks at it for a moment before
knocking it to the ground.
He crushes it with his boot, then continues down the
street. A man alone.
As we pull away, and get some distance, THE ASTRAL MEMORY
PROJECTION comes into focus. We see images of violence,
destruction and grief.
INT. GALLERY/SWEDISH ASSOCIATION OF ART - DAY
A large open space on the ground floor of the atelier
building.
The head of the Art Academy, STEFAN MARTINSON (50s)
addresses the forty artists who comprise the Academy.
Hilma, Anna, Mathilde, Sigrid and Cornelia stand together
off to the side. Their view obscured by the male artists
who don’t bother to move.
Martinson is a deeply conservative man with a barrel
chest and a bushy moustache. He wears round rimmed
spectacles.
Four MALE ARTISTS (ages 50-70) stand beside him.

23.
MARTINSON
I’m pleased to announce Larsson,
Johansson, Oberg and Lindqvist will
comprise this year’s jury. They will be
choosing the pieces for this year’s
exhibition, which will travel to Oslo.
Hilma eyes the four men. Not impressed.
MARTINSON (CONT’D)
I ask you to remember the Academy’s
strict criteria. All landscapes must be
in a post-impressionist style. No radical
use of unnatural colors...
A buzz SOUND grows in Hilma’s ear. She closes her eyes
for a moment, as one might do if they felt a migraine
approaching. Martinson’s words are drowned out by the
buzzing SOUND. Hilma opens her eyes and looks back at
Martinson. A stunned look on her face.
REVERSE
A large, glowing, golden, astrological sign for the
planet JUPITER* (see appendix for image) hovers over
Martinson’s head. Hilma stares at it. Part of her is
stunned, part of her is overwhelmed by the glowing beauty
of it. The buzz SOUND continues...
Miss Klint.

MARTINSON (CONT’D)

Hilma snaps out of it. She looks around. The meeting has
ended. Everyone is dispersing. Martinson stands before her.
MARTINSON (CONT’D)
It’s come to my attention you are
pursuing independent work. Do I need to
remind you? Unauthorized commissions are
strictly forbidden.
Hilma gives him a hard stare.
HILMA
I don’t know what you’re talking about.
Martinson is half expecting such a response.
MARTINSON
In the past there have been some issues.
Overly sensual nature of your botanicals.
Separation of color from it’s usual
representational role.
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Hilma refuses to take the bait.
MARTINSON (CONT’D)
I would hate to see the other women
penalized for your refusal to obey the
rules.
She glances over at the older artist Larsson as he
lingers, talking to two male artists.
HILMA
Why, if Larsson gets drunk and vomits on
the staircase, which happens at least
once a week... Why are all the other men
not penalized since drinking is forbidden
in the studios?
MARTINSON
Careful Miss Klint. There is very little
room here for your kind as it is.
Hilma glares at Martinson as he walks off.
INT. STAIRCASE
Hilma climbs the stairs with defiance. Anna catches up.
ANNA
What did he say?
HILMA
Who told him?
What?

ANNA

HILMA
About the commission.
ANNA
Stop calling it that.
Was it you?

HILMA

Anna reacts defensively.
ANNA
Fuck yourself.

25.
INT. THIRD FLOOR
They reach the THIRD FLOOR. Anna turns and walks to her
studio.
Hilma pulls her keys from her pocket and unlocks her
studio door.
Cornelia and Sigrid are standing outside their studio.
Hilma glares at them, reacting to their alleged betrayal.
They see Hilma and go into their studio.
Cowards!

HILMA

Two MALE ARTISTS peer out of their studios wondering what
the commotion is about. Hilma enters her studio and slams
the door on them.
The two men exchange a look of irritation and return to
their studios.
We remain for a moment in the empty hallway. At the far
end is a large window. Crawling on the window is a snail.
It’s luminous shell glowing in the soft summer light.
INT. HILMA’S ATELIER - LATER
Hilma sits at her desk, creating small, precise, abstract
drawings (2x2) in a leather-bound journal (We might
recognize this journal as one of many from Erik’s attic).
She pauses for a moment. Turns back to the front of the
book. She leafs through page after page which contain
page after page of scribbles from her automatic writing.
She turns a page and the scribbles give way to words.
MOVING IN ON THE WORDS: You have been “COMMISSIONED” to
make paintings “ON THE ASTRAL PLANE” representing
“IMMORTAL ASPECTS OF MAN” ... “PAINTINGS FOR THE TEMPLE”
Hilma stares at the words.
INT. CONCERT HALL - NIGHT
Hilma and Halliday listen as the symphony orchestra plays
Debussy’s La Mer. Halliday seems to be enjoying himself.
Hilma listens with a sour look. The music an irritation.
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EXT. KUNGSAN GARDEN - NIGHT
A park in central Stockholm. The cherry blossoms are at
peak bloomage. Despite the late hour, the sun is only now
starting to set.
Hilma and Halliday crunch on the gravel under the canopy
of flowers.
HALLIDAY
They say he’s a visionary although I must
confess, I don’t fully understand why.
Her voice barely hides her resentment.
HILMA
His break with tradition allows him a
strong personal style.
HALLIDAY
He seems to have a thing for water.
Despite her mood, this amuses her. She laughs, pushing
away the frustration.
HILMA
It’s a metaphor. Distant shores.
Plunging the depths.
He nods.
HALLIDAY
I’ll leave all interpretive analysis to
you.
As they walk, he steals a glance at her. She is wearing
all black but something about the way she dresses reads
as decidedly modern.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
You strike me as someone with strong
personal style.
HILMA
I’m not allowed a personal style.
HALLIDAY
What do you mean?
She shrugs. Doesn’t feel like explaining it. He senses
her frustration.
HILMA
The Academy can be very narrow minded.
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HALLIDAY
We all deal with narrow minded people.
But inspiration is your own, is it not?
She nods tentatively.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
What inspires you?
Close on her face, looking for a reaction. She is
surprised.
HILMA
Are you serious?
I am.

HALLIDAY

Hilma is liberated and speaks directly to Halliday...
HILMA
I’m intrigued by all that lies beyond the
scope of our senses.
A pause.
HILMA (CONT’D)
All the beauty that surrounds us... Now
imagine what lies beyond.
HALLIDAY
I don’t follow.
Hilma spots a snail crawling up the side of a cherry tree
nearby. She goes to the tree and removes the creature.
Holding it gently in the palm of her hand.
HILMA
It has only the vaguest sense of its
surroundings. Doesn’t see me or notice
the beauty of the cherry tree where it
lives.
She studies the shell...
HILMA (CONT’D)
And the shell. Luminous. Complex...
HALLIDAY
(gets it)
It can’t see any of it.
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HILMA
(nodding)
It lives in complete ignorance of the
beauty it creates.
She puts the snail back on the tree.
HILMA (CONT’D)
I think we are the same.
HALLIDAY
And that doesn’t disappoint you?
HILMA
No. It fills me with wonder. In
everything and everyone.
She peers up at him with gratitude.
HILMA (CONT’D)
Thank you for asking. No one ever has
before.
HALLIDAY
You are a bit of a wonder, Miss Klint.
She smiles and goes to him.
HILMA
I could say the same to you.
Halliday puts his arm around her and kisses her forehead.
EXT. VASA BRIDGE
Hilma and Halliday stroll across the bridge. We walk with
them for a while.
HILMA
Why are you in Stockholm? Surely your
family could have sent someone else
rather than uproot you to some northern
backwater.
HALLIDAY
Stockholm is hardly a backwater.
HILMA
It’s not London.
A beat.
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HALLIDAY
I was engaged. It ended badly. I felt the
need to get away from it all.
HILMA
I’m sorry to hear that.
HALLIDAY
She made a fool of me, which is
difficult, even now, to admit. (beat) I’m
not usually this direct.
I prefer it.

HILMA

As the words leave her, The TRANSPARENT OVERLAY comes
into view. In it she sees Amaliel and an older man as
they walk past her. Hilma watches as Amaliel and the man
disappear inside an Art Nouveau building.
Hilma is distracted by the vision. Halliday reacts.
HALLIDAY
I hope I haven’t troubled you. Planted a
seed of jealousy.
Hilma refocuses on Halliday.
HILMA
Insecurity isn’t my problem.
HALLIDAY
I admire that about you.
She smiles and they continue to walk.
INT. WAYSTATION/ASTRAL PLANE - DUSK
Amaliel and Gregor head up the helical staircase.
Gregor is something of a cockney geezer. He is wise,
benevolent and humorous with an optimistic practical
attitude.
GREGOR
This job used to be so simple. People
came in, went right to sleep. Few days
later they passed on to the upper plain.
At the most you’d have three or four who
needed a little coaxing. Different now.
They continue up a helical staircase.
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GREGOR (CONT’D)
City was lovely then. Quiet. There was a
man in the park who sold kites.
Amaliel nods. We have the sense that Gregor is just
trying to be friendly but Amaliel is uncomfortable with
small talk.
GREGOR (CONT’D)
Now everything is different. You feel it
in the air. A lost sense of purpose. A
lack of imagination...
INT. OFFICE/WAYSTATION
A communal work space with desks and file cabinets.
Amaliel and Gregor enter. Three other workers JASPER
(50), PETRA (20s), SCHMIDT (60s) follow behind. It’s the
start of shift. They take off their jackets. Roll up
sleeves, exchange ‘good evening,’ etc.
CHRISTINE (40)enters. Handsome and in charge.
CHRISTINE
Should be a busy night. Anticipating at
least forty. They said that we shouldn’t
expect more than two or three sleepers.
GREGOR
Any word on how long this might last?
CHRISTINE
Materialism is having an unforeseen
impact. We need to adjust accordingly. We
have help now for the more unruly souls.
She glances at Amaliel.
CHRISTINE (CONT’D)
Hopefully there will be less
interruptions. I know it’s frustrating.
Try to be kind. Their capacity to
understand is limited.
INT. BASEMENT
Petra sits behind a small desk which contains an
assortment of numbered tiles.
Amaliel slides a large door open and throws the switch on
the inside wall.
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The light from the carbon-filament bulb reveals a long
tunnel that leads up to the doorway. We might understand
this is ‘the light’ at the end of the tunnel that people
often speak of when discussing near death.
A woman in her thirties emerges from the darkness. She is
upper class, Victorian. Her face is gaunt. She seems
high. We might even notice the bruised track marks on her
hands and guess that’s what led her to this place.
She stumbles out of the tunnel and approaches Amaliel.
VICTORIAN JUNKIE
What is this place?
Amaliel is new here and not fully at ease with his role.
AMALIEL
Speak to her.
The woman notices Petra.
PETRA
You’ve died. I’m sorry for your loss.
Please take this number to the lobby and
wait to be called.
The woman bursts out laughing as if this is the most
absurd thing she’s ever heard.
INT. LOBBY/WAYSTATION
Amaliel stands by the doorway, his eye on the TWENTY
SOULS who are now waiting in the lobby. There are a
variety of age ranges, races, and class distinctions.
All of this is creating a sense of unease among the
souls. Paranoid side conversations and petty arguments
dominate.
A WEALTHY MAN (30s) sits beside a GYPSY MAN. The Gypsy
wears a tween suit and has a golden earring in his left
ear to denote his race.
A MOTHER, in her 40s, who appears to have just given
birth is weeping uncontrollably.
The Victorian Junkie is accusing a Servant Girl of theft.
Amaliel watches like a hawk as as CHRISTINE enters
carrying a list. Amaliel follows and takes his place by
the doorway. He functions as security.
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CHRISTINE
When your number is called please move to
your assigned room, where our staff will
speak to you individually.
CHRISTINE (CONT’D)
Number 17. Room 210 at the end of the
hall.
The GYPSY gets to his feet. The Wealthy Man reacts with
defiance.
WEALTHY MAN
I was here before him!
CHRISTINE
Sir, you have to wait your turn.
He gets to his feet. Approaches with growing resentment.
WEALTHY MAN
Do you have any idea who I am? You think
you can speak to me as if I’m some
servant.
Amaliel grabs him by the collar before he can get too
close.
CHRISTINE
Sir, we’re all on equal footing here.
He reacts with anger but beneath it we sense deep fear
and insecurity.
WEALTHY MAN
(with rising anger)
What the fuck kind of place is this! Why
are you holding me here?!
The Wealthy Man tries to tussle but Amaliel is so much
stronger the effect is almost comical. The Souls in the
room watch. Some seem afraid, others find it kind of
funny.
CHRISTINE
(relenting)
Take him up to Schmidt.
Amaliel shoves the Wealthy Man toward the staircase.
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INT. HALLWAY
Amaliel and the Wealthy Man pass a room. The man peers
inside and sees five people sleep on hard back chairs.
Three are very old and two are children.
WEALTHY MAN
Who are they?
AMALIEL
Souls arrive completely at peace. Fall
asleep and ascend to the higher planes
immediately. The rest of us are stuck
here.
Amaliel’s resignation agitates the man.
WEALTHY MAN
(as it sinks in)
I’m not really dead, am I?
Amaliel nods his head.
WEALTHY MAN (CONT’D)
Doesn’t look like heaven.
Amaliel ignores him as he opens the door to another room
where Schmidt stands beside a table with two hard back
chairs.
WEALTHY MAN (CONT’D)
Where are the pearly gates? The singing
angels.
Amaliel motions for the man to sit.
AMALIEL
No music yet.
INT. ROOM
Schmidt sits across from the Wealthy Man.
SCHMIDT
Expectation and Reality. Both can be a
struggle especially among those afflicted
with materialism.
INT. ROOM
Gregor sits across from the Dead Mother.
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MOTHER
My husband’s a drunk. Who’ll care for
them? You have to let me go back!
GREGOR
It takes time to gain perspective.
Acceptance can be difficult. But once you
understand that death is part of life and
that your life now is going to go on
forever, these problems will begin to
seem far away.
INT. ROOM
Jasper sits across from the Victorian Junkie
JASPER
You need to confront your demons.
VICTORIAN JUNKIE
I like my demons.
JASPER
Then, I’m afraid your stay on the lower
plain will be a long one.
INT. ROOM
Schmidt sits across from the Wealthy Man.
SCHMIDT
Karma can be complicated but change is
possible.
WEALTHY MAN
Why do I have to change? I did everything
right. I made a lot of money. I lived in
a mansion. I had two cars.
SCHMIDT
Those things don’t matter.
WEALTHY MAN
Save your meek will inherit the earth
talk.
SCHMIDT
That’s not the case either. Evolution is
personal and you’ve evolved in such a way
that you are completely cut off from your
Spirit.
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Fuck off.

WEALTHY MAN

INT. ROOM
Gregor speaks to the Dead Mother.
GREGOR
The Spirit world is our true home. The
Ancients knew this. They could come and
go at will. It was only later that people
forgot. Spirit became something you
talked about in Church on Sunday.
INT. LOBBY - LATER
Christine calls the next three Souls. They make their way
to the front. Amaliel escorts them up the stairs.
INT. HALLWAY
He escorts the Wealthy Man, Victorian Junkie and Dead
Mother into a room marked HOUSING.
As he continues down the hall he hears a knocking sound.
INT. OFFICE
The wooden shutter knocks against the window which is
half open.
Amaliel secures the shutter and shuts the window. He
notices a glob of wax on the sill.
INT. HALLWAY/STAIRCASE
Amaliel moves quickly. His eyes everywhere at once. He
notices another glop of wax on the stairwell as SCREAMS
erupt from downstairs.
INT. LOBBY - DAY
Chaos in the lobby as Souls scatter and scream.
CHRISTINE
(to Petra)
Shut the tunnel!
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Amaliel pushes his way through the madness and sees a
human like creature, pale and waxen, naked and with no
discernible sex organs. The creature envelopes
(eats/devours/takes possession/internalizes) one of the
SOULS (TBD).
This ‘creature’ is known in these parts as a VITALIZED
SHELL. It is classified as human because its outer
vesture, the passive senseless shell was once an
appendage of humanity. But strictly speaking it is not
human. It is a monster, a golum, fueled by man’s evil
thoughts, wants and desires.
Amaliel grabs a chair and smashes it across the Shell’s
body.
It collapses to the ground for a moment as another
Vitalized Shell drops from the ceiling.
Amaliel puts on a display of snarling fighting fury which
clears the lobby of most of the souls who scream and run
in panic.
The Wealthy Man reaches the bottom of the staircase and
reacting with frozen horror to what he is seeing. A third
vitalized shell creeps up behind him. Spreading it’s
appendages around him as it devours him hole. (this might
even look like a bat spreading its wings around an
animal).
Souls rushing up the stairs to safety suddenly turn back.
Empowered by the evil that lurks in the heart of the
Wealthy Man. The third Vitalized Shell enters the lobby
and goes for Amaliel. We sense this is personal.
The Third Shell locks onto Amaliel and emits an
otherworldly, high pitched screech that moves like a wave
(On the Astral Plane sound can be weaponized into
currents as powerful as missiles).
Amaliel DIVES to avoid it. The window behind him
explodes. The other two shells emit aural missiles.
Gregor tries to coral Souls into the foyer. He gets hit
by one of the missiles. His arm disintegrated. The Souls
around him react with terror.
Downstairs. The door to the tunnel is locked. Petra hides
under her desk praying to herself for this to be over.
Back in the LOBBY
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Amaliel displays an incredible strength and power. He
corals the shells against the wall and releases his
secret weapon. A Deep Mantric Sound that literally shakes
the walls of the building.
The current hits the Shells. Their waxen bodies DISINTEGRATE
into a thousand tiny pieces. The kick-back so strong the
front wall explodes off the building.
A GROUP OF SHELLS on the sidewalk stare up in shock. The
panicked Souls see an opening and escape through the
rubble.
INT. OFFICE - LATER
Christine and Amaliel stand with Esther as Petra wraps
Gregor’s blown off arm. We have the sense that everyone
has been deeply shaken by the events.
GREGOR
(softly to Petra)
Looks worse than it feels.
ESTHER
There have been similar attacks at other
waystations in the Eastern Province.
Amaliel looks at her with deep suspicion. She knew more
than she was saying.
CHRISTINE
You didn’t think to tell us?
ESTHER
I’m telling you now.
CHRISTINE
Gregor lost his arm!
ESTHER
It will regenerate.
CHRISTINE
Thirty souls. Ran away. Terrified. Any
hope of moving them along. Of helping
them find some peace. Gone.
ESTHER
Small number in the big scheme of things.
CHRISTINE
You have an answer for everything.
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ESTHER
The Adepts are aware of the growing
violence.
Amaliel speaks with authority.
AMALIEL
Yet they choose to do nothing.
Silence. Esther meets his stare.
PETRA
But what’s the point of it? They only end
up getting blown up themselves?
AMALIEL
That’s how they penetrate. They’re taking
the fight to the Spirit Realm.
ESTHER
The situation on the Lower Plane is under
control.
Amaliel stares back with cool certainty.
AMALIEL
Keep telling yourself that.
INT. TAVERN - NIGHT
Amaliel enters. The place is crawling with SHADES and low
lifes. They avoid eye contact as he takes a seat at the
end of the bar by the front window. HARRY the barman
(50s) produces a pint of stout.
HARRY
On the house.
Amaliel nods thanks.
HARRY (CONT’D)
Consider coming back? Trouble every
night. Could use a strong hand.
Amaliel shakes his head.
HARRY (CONT’D)
How’s new job?
Not bad.

AMALIEL
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HARRY
Nice having friends in high places. Gotta
make the most of it, I suppose.
Harry moves off. Amaliel reacts to the feint SOUND of a
steam hammer, like one might hear in a more industrial
part of a city.
He turns and looks out the window. In the TRANSPARENT
OVERLAY he can see Hilma’s bedroom window.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
The room is enveloped by the SOUND of a Steam Hammer.
Only there’s no steam hammer. This is the sound of a
spirit body separating from a physical body.
We see Hilma in bed. Her body separating from itself
until her spirit self (also called Ether Body) literally
rolls out of the physical body.
Hilma walks to her window and opens it. (Her ether body
is capable of moving and functioning exactly as the
physical body in every day waking life).
Outside the window is the ASTRAL CITY. There is no
transparent overlay because she has pushed her
consciousness into this next level. She has arrived.
EXT. ASTRAL PLANE CITY - NIGHT
Hilma stands on a cobblestone street, wearing only her
nightdress but not at all self-conscious about this fact.
Filled with wonder and astonishment. She feels the air
with her hand. A submerged slo-mo, other-worldly quality
to the experience.
She spots her physical body floating nearby. The most
unnatural thing a person can see: Their self separated
from their body. And the recognition that maybe she
doesn’t know how to get back inside.
The separation frightens her. She sees TWO MALE SHADES,
leaning against a building, watching her.
A growing sense of anxiety builds within her. A SUICIDE
watches her from the doorway of his butcher shop. The
seedy patrons in the PUBLIC HOUSE stare at her through
the window. One of her teeth comes out and falls to the
ground. She reaches down to fetch it as another falls.
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But her teeth turn to coins when they hit the ground. And
TWO MALE SHADES move in and snatch them up. Hilma grows
upset and anxious. She claws at the Shades. They shove
her away and steal the coins until A MAN comes from behind. He grabs the Shades by their
collars and throws them out of the way. Hilma turns and
sees AMALIEL. He grabs her by the arm, firm and yanks her
up.
AMALIEL
(firm)
Control your thoughts.
The SHADES retreat back into the shadows. Amaliel eyes
the onlookers/gawkers. They retreat as well.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
Thoughts have power on the plane. Do you
understand?
She nods. Feels her teeth. They’re all there. He takes
her by the arm and leads her out of there.
INT. AMALIEL’S APARTMENT, FOYER - CONTINUOUS - NIGHT
Amaliel enters with Hilma. They pass through a large
foyer and through a wide doorway that leads into a great
room with a walk-in fireplace and two floors of walnut
bookshelves connected by a spiral staircase.
There is a leather sofa and a long walnut table.
It is a very manly space but to Hilma it might feel a bit
lonely.
HILMA
You are Amaliel.
Amaliel closes the doors and leans back against them.
HILMA (CONT’D)
The one who moves through me.
Amaliel is cool, hardly moving from the door. Hilma is on
the move, scanning the bookshelves. Experiencing her
freedom within the space and her authority within the
dynamic.
She runs her finger across a line of books. Feeling the
concrete reality before her. The books are in a variety
of languages. We have the sense that Amaliel is far more
worldly than we might originally hav42
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thought.
HILMA (CONT’D)
A commission. To make paintings on the
astral plane in order to represent the
immortal aspects of man.
She looks at him now.
HILMA (CONT’D)
Those are your words. Spoken through me.
He stares back cooly. Hilma reacts.
HILMA (CONT’D)
I have no idea what these paintings I’m
creating are supposed to depict.
You do.
I don’t.

AMALIE
HILMA

AMALIEL
You speak of the unseen. The truth that
lies beneath existence. (beat) The
limitations of the senses.
Hilma reacts to his knowledge. We sense he knows more about
her than she might think.
HILMA
You say they are for a Temple. What
Temple? Where? How many are needed?
AMALIEL
The commission is yours. You decide.
She SEES a book on the shelf beside him. The spine
contains a small, golden Glyph. The symbol of Jupiter.
The same one that Hilma saw appear over Martinson’s head.
She pulls the book from the shelf. Studies the JUPITER
symbol on its spine.
HILMA
What does it mean?
Amaliel softens. She’s asking the right questions now.
AMALIEL
The ancients called it kanan. It means
growth through risk.
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She hands him the book.
Teach me.

HILMA

AT THE TABLE - LATER
Amaliel and Hilma peer down at a page that contains THREE
GLYPHS (these images will be illuminated and will
resemble the symbols found in the Magura Caves). He sits
slightly behind her, his arm wrapped around her, his head
close to her ear.
AMALIEL
These are the spiritual elements. Body,
fire, sexual energy.
She
tip
her
and

studies the tattoos on his arm. They extend from the
of his fingers all the way up. She touches them with
finger. Noting the intricate knot work pattern, trees
complicated symbols etched on his body.

Amaliel reacts to her touch. They linger for a moment. He
turns the page.
On one side, we see a DOWNWARD FACING TRIANGLE.
Feminine.

AMALIEL (CONT’D)

Beneath it, an upward facing triangle.
Masculine.

AMALIEL (CONT’D)

On the opposite page, the two triangles combine to form a
star.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
In their unity lies our potential.
She turns and looks at him. He returns her gaze. The
attraction is deep and pure. Not lust, but a reflection
of their unseen unity.
The moment breaks as Hilma’s attention is drawn to
something a series of colorful flickers that appear
through the half open door behind him.
She gets up, goes to a doorway on the side of the room
(We might not have noticed this doorway before. Doorways
can appear in Amaliel’s space as Hilma pushes deeper
toward understanding. They can, function as metaphors).
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She nudges the doorway open and sees -THE ASTRAL MEMORY PROJECTION projects on the darkened
building across the way. Playing out through the wall of
windows in Amaliel’s bedroom.
INT. AMALIEL’S BEDROOM
The images illuminate the room, which contains a bed, a
chest of drawers and a chair.
Hilma and Amaliel stand side by side in front of the
windows. Watching the images which unfold like a chain of
seeing, charting our evolution. Infused with meaning and
hinting at the divine.
HILMA
What are they?
AMALIEL
The memory of the universe.
HILMA
They’re beautiful.
Not always.

AMALIEL

She peers out at the images. Spellbound.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
Humanity has separated from the spirit.
Now they live and die in complete
ignorance of their power and purpose.
HILMA
And what is the purpose?
To serve.

AMALIEL

She turns to him. He studies her face. After a moment he
puts his hands around her waist and lifts her. We have
the sense that he might kiss her. Instead he pushes her.
Hilma reacts with confusion.
But as her ether body falls, it is caught by her sleeping
body that hovers behind her. She looks at Amaliel and
smiles as she settles inside her sleeping self and shuts
her eyes.
SCREEN GOES BLACK
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INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - MORNING
Hilma wakes. Stares at the ceiling for a moment. Was it
all a dream? Maybe.
She sits up. Hangs her feet out of the bed.
Her feet touch the floor.
She looks over at the wall. And stops.
REVERSE
The wall beside her window is covered in GLYPH drawings.
Hilma gazes at them, deep in thought.
INT. UNIVERSITY RESERCH FACILITY - DAY (FRAMING NARRATIVE)
Erik and Johan walk with Hilma as teams of TWO GRAD
STUDENTS carry in the large wooden crates that Erik built
to hold his aunt’s work.
IRIS
We’re grateful to you for trusting us.
At a table, THREE GRAD STUDENTS, wearing white gloves,
unfurl drawings and smaller paintings, as they begin the
daunting task of cataloguing all this work.
Erik reacts. We have the sense he might think this was
not a good idea.
IRIS (CONT’D)
I’ve been going through her journals. The
way she writes about temporality,
seriality, the unconscious, science,
sexuality... All so far ahead of her
time. And this Spirit guide Amaliel --the way she describes their
interactions...
Erik listens wearily.
IRIS (CONT’D)
She was an artist living in a time when
female innovation was viewed as
subversion. Part of me wonders if she
invented Amaliel in order to support the
arc of her aspiration.
Erik turns and walks off.
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IRIS (CONT’D)
(slightly confused)
Did I say something to offend?
Johann looks over at Erik, with slight worry, as he exits
the studio.
INT. HILMA’S ATELIER - DAY
Hilma’s ‘official’ artwork in various states of
completion. A PORTRAIT of a stern looking man. Three
delicate BOTANICALS. Two LANDSCAPES. Some are on easels,
some are leaning against the wall, others are lying flat
on a drying table.
Moving over a mess of paints and the brushes we stop ON
HILMA
As she puts the finishing brush strokes on another
painting from her PRIMORDIAL CHAOS series (*)
MONTAGE FOLLOWS
In which Hilma’s thought process that began in her room,
with those glyphs continues.
She paints the PRIMORDIAL CHAOS series. One after
another. Unable to stop. Unable to stop. In some of the
montage we catch a glimpse of Amaliel in the Transparent
Overlay whispering into her ear, in others she is alone.
Hilma looks like a woman making progress, pleased with
her work.
We are close on brush strokes as color gives way to form.
Spirals coil like whirlpools, pull apart into loops and
shine like the inside of a light bulb.
Hilma sits on the floor of her studio utterly spent,
surrounded by the entire Primordial Chaos Series (25
paintings in total).
EXT. BIRCH’S CAFE - NIGHT
Hilma sits alone at an outdoor table drinking a lemonade.
Inside she sees Anna laughing with Cornelia and Sigrid.
They don’t notice her.
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INT. HILMA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma enters. Hangs her coat. Gustaf appears in the
hallway.
GUSTAF
Where have you been?
HILMA
What’s wrong?
Mother fell.

GUSTAF

INT. TILDA’S BEDROOM
Hilma sits on the side of her mother’s bed.
TILDA
(groggy)
I’m fine.
GUSTAF
Doctor says nothing is broken. He gave
her a little laudanum to sleep.
Hilma looks worried.
INT. SITTING ROOM
Hilma and Gustaf sit by the fire.
GUSTAF
She’d been on the ground for an hour. A
neighbor heard her cries.
Hilma speaks softly, almost with regret.
HILMA
I’ll do better. I’ll get home earlier.
GUSTAF
She should come live with us.
Hilma reacts.
HILMA
She can’t go back to the castle. It
reminds her of Hermina and Father. It’s
too much.
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GUSTAF
What about Molly? She could stay at
night.
HILMA
If I’m going to be out late I’ll have her
stay. (a beat) Money...
He nods gently.
GUSTAF
Hopefully all that will change. This
business with Mr. Halliday is moving
along.
A beat.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
He keeps asking for you. I’m not sure
what to tell him.
HILMA
I’m sorry. These last few weeks have
gotten away from me.
He moves to the fire to throw on coal and takes a moment
to approach a bigger agenda.
GUSTAF
This is a real chance for me.
We might sense that deep down Hilma understands her
brother’s desire for self-improvement.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
I can’t do it without him. If you don’t
fancy him... But it seemed like... I know
it’s a lot to ask.
Hilma softens.
HILMA
It’s not a lot to ask. Give me his
address. I’ll send him a note.
INT. SALON/THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
An informal gathering, twenty people, among them,
Halliday, Anna, Hilma, The Countess and Rudolf Steiner.
Everyone seated in close proximity on the sofas and
chairs in a kind of intimate conversation.
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STEINER
Think of a world of people born blind,
who know objects only through touch. Now
imagine speaking to them of color. They
would have no understanding at all.
That’s how most of us live. Blind.
A beat.
STEINER (CONT’D)
Not every physical eye can be operated on
but every spiritual eye can be opened.
We stay on Hilma as she listens. Steiner senses her deep
interest and is drawn to her.
STEINER (CONT’D)
There are those who have felt within
themselves an inner-sense instrument.
Enabling them to know the true nature of
being, generally hidden from the outer
senses. From the most ancient times such
a hidden wisdom has been spoken of again
and again.
It’s as if he’s speaking only to Hilma.
STEINER (CONT’D)
Those who have grasped some understanding
of it feel just as sure of their
possession as people with normal eyes
feel sure of their ability to visual
color. For them this hidden wisdom
requires no proof.
The Countess reacts with curiosity.
COUNTESS
And what lies at the center of this
understanding?
Hilma blurts out the answer.
HILMA
The realization of oneness.
Steiner takes note of her repsonse.
LATER
The guests pull on their jackets and light coats. Hilma
slides up beside Anna as she pulls her coat on.
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HILMA (CONT’D)
He makes such sense of it all.
ANNA
I’ll admit as much.
Anna is aloof. We sense she’s still holding a grudge.
HILMA
How much longer are you going to be cross
with me?
ANNA
Ask me questions like that and it could
go on indefinitely.
Hilma exhales.
HILMA
Do I need to apologize. You know how I
hate to apologize...
Anna looks at her. Forgiveness in her eyes.
ANNA
Everyone’s meeting at Blanche’s. Bring
your Englishman.
INT. BLANCH’S CARE/HAMNGATAN - DAY
Elegant and airy, with crystal chandeliers, plush carpets
and comfortable chairs. There is live music. The place is
filled with Artists, Writers and Musicians. Anna sits at
a long table, with a group of FRIENDS (half men, half
women in their 20s and 30s). She’s having a laugh with
two women as -HILMA AND HALLIDAY have a turn on the dance floor. Hilma’s
mood is light and energetic.
HALLIDAY
I thought you were avoiding me.
HILMA
Not at all. A new project. Had my
attention.
He looks like he doesn’t believe her.
HALLIDAY
You would tell me the truth, wouldn’t
you?
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Hilma senses vulnerability. She takes his hand and guides
him off the dance floor.
EXT. BLANCHE’S CAFE - NIGHT
They head outside. The energy between them is playful and
romantic. Hilma seems lighter and this might be because
for once, she’s just having some fun.
HALLIDAY
Where are we going?

Proof!

HILMA
(as she laughs)

INT. HILMA’S ATELIER - NIGHT
Halliday stands before the twenty-five paintings from the
Primordial Chaos series. He reacts with amazement.
HALLIDAY
Incredible...
His response gives Hilma a much needed boost. In reality,
his amazement is rooted in deep relief that she wasn’t
lying. It’s not an actual appreciation of the work
itself but Hilma can’t tell the difference.
He pulls her in and they kiss. Playful and romantic.
INT. GALLERY - DAY
We bridge the cut with a much more constricted energy.
We’re back in the ground floor gallery of the Atelier
building.
Hilma stands before the four man JURY (Larsson,
Johansson, Oberg and Lindqvist) while they inspect two of
her LANDSCAPES.
Martinson oversees. Hovering just behind Hilma. She
couldn’t be more uncomfortable. Such a far cry from the
freedom and frivolity she felt when we last saw her. Even
her dress seems to be too tight. She tugs at her collar,
adjusts the sleeves.
ON THE PAINTINGS
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Landscapes. Not ground-breaking or radical in any way.
But lovely all the same.
LARSSON
The brushstrokes are a bit too emotional
on this one.
OBERG
Why is the branch of this tree so yellow?
Hilma absorbs their criticism.
HILMA
It’s the reflection of the sun.
OBERG
(turning up his nose)
Too interpretive
JOHANSSON
They feel too literal.
Hilma reacts to their contradictions.
LINDQVIST
They lack originality.
No longer able to control her anger.
HILMA
(referring to them directly)
A hack, a half-wit, a no-talent, and a
drunk. All of you. Shit. Overrated, over
paid, arrogant -- get away from my work!
They stand in stunned silence.
Miss Klint!

MARTINSON

She reacts with strength and resolve as she removes the
paintings from the wall.
HILMA
(to Martinson)
Fuck yourself. Fuck all of you!
EXT. SIDEWALK/OUTSIDE ATELIER BUILDING - DAY
Hilma stands alone. She deflates a little, realizing the
reality of what she’s done. Beside her on the sidewalk sits
her work (paintings, drawings, paint boxes, brushes, etc).
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EXT. GAS LIT BACK STREET, ASTRAL PLANE CITY
Hilma walks. Her sleeping body follows.
She sees a WOMAN run past her screaming. Chased by a pack
of dogs. A NIGHTMARE
She sees SHADES getting high.
She passes a butcher shop. A MAN inside, with a gaping
neck wound (a SUICIDE) looks at her.
Hilma absorbs their hard stares and keeps walking.
Up above the ASTRAL MEMORY flashes on the sides of
buildings.
Hilma rounds the corner and sees the WAYSTATION. She
recognizes the building from one of her visions.
INT. WAYSTATION, FOYER - CONTINUOUS - NIGHT
Hilma peers into the lobby. There are THIRTY SOULS
waiting in a state of controlled agitation.
She looks to her left and sees a SOUL emerging from the
staircase. A woman, not much older than Hilma. She seems
confused.
FEMALE SOUL
(as she passes)
What is this place?
Hilma shrugs.
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
Hilma peers into a doorway
REVERSE
TWO ELDERLY PEOPLE asleep on hardback chairs.
from them, a baby sleeps in a cot.

Across

Hilma pauses for a moment before moving on.
SCHMIDT (O.S.)
Detention is in direct proportion to the
kind of life that was led. Your was a
good life. It will be easy to shed your
ether body.
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Hilma moves toward the sound of his voice. She reaches a
room, the door, slightly ajar. She peeks in and sees
Schmidt talking to a woman in her 70s.
OLDER WOMAN
Will it hurt?
He shakes his head no.
AMALIEL (O.S.)
What are you doing?
She turns and sees Amaliel walking with the CONFUSED SOUL
from the Lobby.
INT. OFFICE - NIGHT
Amaliel opens the door. Hilma enters.
AMALIEL
Wait here for me.
She takes a seat on a bench against the wall. She looks
around, the filing cabinets, the desks. The shuttered
window.
After a beat GREGOR bursts in.

Hello.

GREGOR
(surprised to see her)

Hello.

HILMA

He crosses to his desk and sits down. Gets to work on his
notes.
GREGOR
(as he writes)
Early for the second shift.
HILMA
I’m waiting for someone.
GREGOR
(nodding)
Friend of Petra’s?
Amaliel.

HILMA

Gregor reacts with surprise.
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GREGOR
What’s your name?
Hilma.
Gregor.

HILMA
GREGOR

Hilma nods shyly.
GREGOR (CONT’D)
I haven’t known Amaliel for very long but
he strikes me as someone who is very
loyal. (beat) And maybe a bit lonely.
Hilma nods in agreement.
GREGOR (CONT’D)
So I’m glad to see he has a friend who
seems as lovely as you.
Hilma smiles as Amaliel enters. Hilma and Gregor look as
if they’ve been caught.
Let’s go.

AMALIEL

Hilma smiles at Gregor.
HILMA
It was nice meeting you.
GREGOR
Goodbye, Hilma.
He shoots a bemused look at Amaliel. Amaliel refuses the
bait.
EXT. TAVERN - NIGHT
Hilma sits with Amaliel.
HILMA
Why choose me?
AMALIEL
Because you see what’s hidden.
She seems genuinely troubled.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
You always have.
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She nods. But still -HILMA
I have no institutional support. No
allies.
AMALIEL
Does that matter?
HILMA
(sharp)
Of course it matters.
He doesn’t understand the source of her frustration.
AMALIEL
You accepted the commission freely.
Without hesitation.
HILMA
I want to do it. I’m consumed by it.
Hilma looks down. Uncertain.
AMALIEL
You are a pioneer.
She looks at him now.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
Your work will pave the way for others.
His words are like a balm as Amaliel’s attention shifts.
To the commotion OUTSIDE THE WINDOW.
A half dozen people, running in fear.
Amaliel grabs Hilma’s hand and leads her to the back exit
just as...
A SUDDEN EXPLOSION rocks the TAVERN. Glass shards fly.
People torn to pieces. Hilma reacts as her sleeping self
shoots toward the back of the tavern. Amaliel grabs Hilma
and they run.
EXT. ALLEY/BEHIND THE CAFE - NIGHT
They run out of the back of the tavern. EXPLOSIONS
reverberate in the distance.
Hilma’s sleeping self gets caught in the wake of one of
the explosions.
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Amaliel and Hilma run down the alley chasing it. At the
far end TWO SHELLS devouring TRAVELERS.
HILMA FREEZES on the site. Amaliel pulls her in the
opposite direction.
They pass a corner and see TWO LARGE MEN battling FOUR
SHELLS. The TWO MEN are dressed like Amaliel, we have the
sense they are of the same class/rank/job. They emit a
LOW MANTRIC SOUND.
Amaliel grabs HILMA and DIVES for cover as the wave
passes over them. He covers her with his body. Shielding
her from the WAVES which hits the SHELLS, disintegrating
them and injuring five SHADES who happen to be caught in
the wave. They walk around in a daze, as their body parts
are blown off.
Hilma watches in shock.
Amaliel scrambles up quickly. He knows that he must get
Hilma out of here because unlike everyone else she will
not be able to regenerate if she is hit.
He grabs her hand and they run against the flow of
panicked pedestrians. Her sleeping body keeping pace.
They head down another alley. Amaliel sees Hilma’s
sleeping self as it floats into a large pipe fitted
against a wall. Amaliel motions for Hilma to get in.
INT. SEWER PIPE - NIGHT
Hilma and Amaliel crawl through the narrow pipe. There is
hardly any light.
HILMA
(her voice shaken)
Those creatures?
Shells.

AMALIEL

He reaches the end of the pipe and drops out. He reaches
up to help Hilma down -- and lights a match against the
wall revealing ---
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INT. CATACOMBS - NIGHT
An underground room carved out of stone. A catacomb. (And
Hilma’s sleeping self is once again hovering near her,
though it’s presence shouldn’t be a distraction and it
doesn’t need to be framed in the shot).
Amaliel fashions a torch with a stick and they move
through the tunnels and into a room.
AMALIEL
Before the city was built -Amaliel holds up the torch illuminating a magnificent
interior, filled with handpainted GLYPHS and SYMBOLS and
human images (Note - These are cruder, yet no less
beautiful versions of the ones we have already seen - and
they should be copies of Magura Cave paintings)
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
-- there was dreaming life and waking
life. People would come and go -The fire from Amaliel’s torch makes a halo around Hilma’s
head. In the light the ancient images appear to dance.
Hilma is exhilarated and overwhelmed. She reaches out to
touch the drawings.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
No duality. Only oneness.
Their eyes meet. Something about the moment feels
incredibly intimate. A fact not lost on either of them. A
gentle current of air blows through the tunnel
extinguishing the torch, and nudging Hilma’s sleeping
self down the tunnel.
They see a light at the end of the tunnel. Amaliel
doesn’t seem concerned.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
Probably shades.
Amaliel and Hilma move toward the light. Emerging in
another cavern -INT. CAVERN
Lit by a single torch against the wall.
Amaliel’s face shifts to a look of deep concern. He
reaches down and takes Hilma’s hand.
REVERSE
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A hundred VITALIZED SHELLS standing row after row. They
seem to be sleeping or at least inert.
Hilma looks around. Her sleeping self is all the way
across the room. Too far for her to get back in. Her
heart POUNDS in reaction. Amaliel hears it. He looks at
her. Control your fear.
They creep along the perimeter of the room, moving toward
her sleeping self. They are nearly there when one of the
SHELLS wakes to the sound of Hilma’s heart beat.
A SHELL screeches a command. The rest of the shells WAKE.
Amaliel grabs Hilma, about to throw her into her sleeping
self but one of the SHELLS releases a Mantric missile.
Amaliel dives with Hilma to avoid the explosion as her
sleeping self rides the wave of the current and
disappears into another tunnel. Lost again.
INT. TUNNELS
Hilma and Amaliel RUN.
The Vitalized Shells CHASE.
Amaliel turns and shoots a MANTRIC SOUND. The WAVE sends
the Shells FLYING BACKWARD into the tunnel.
They land with a heap. One of the Shells SCREECHES.
THE SOUND moves through the tunnels waking the OTHERS who
are scattered through the different rooms of the vast
catacomb complex.
ON HILMA AND AMALIEL as they run.
OVERHEAD we see the maze of tunnels and the VITALIZED
SHADES closing in on them.
BACK ON HILMA and AMALIEL - There’s only one way out.
Through the tunnel straight ahead but they need to go
faster.
AMALIEL grabs Hilma in an intense embrace. He transforms
his thoughts into motion. They RIDE this intense tidal
wave of energy, shooting through the tunnel past the
Vitalized Shells who can’t get into the current.
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EXT. PARK - NIGHT
They land on the ground. Hilma sputters at a mouthful of
dirt.
AMALIEL
You must go back now.
Hilma pulls herself up. She looks around but doesn’t see
her sleeping body.
THE VITALIZED SHELLS emerge from under the tunnel.
Hilma looks frantic but Amaliel sees the body. About ten
yards behind her, semi-hidden in the darkness.
THE VITALIZED SHELLS INHALE about to hurl a PSYCHOTROPIC
BOMB.
Everything goes to a kind of hyper-aware slow mo.
Amaliel turns to Hilma, slipping her behind his body. He
turns and kisses her. A kiss for the ages...
Then he places his hands around her waste and throws her
toward her sleeping self.
The VITALIZED SHELLS SCREECH
They HURL their AURAL BOMB
AMALIEL counters with a MANTRIC shield that holds long
enough for HILMA to get inside her body.
Then he COUNTERS with his own BOMB. The one he’d been
saving --- an unearthly, ungodly sound that comes from
deep within the universe.
It shoots out - DISINTEGRATING all the Shells and
everything else in the vicinity - trees - benches everything obliterated.
Amaliel, the last man standing in a totally decimated
wasteland.
INT. MUSEUM - NIGHT
A cocktail reception with about FORTY or so guests, all
of them wealthy, to benefit the museum. The guests gather
in a room devoted to Viking history.
VARIOUS PARTY MINGLING COVERAGE
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Halliday and Gustaf chat with three moneyed men.
Babette laughs at the joke of some wealthy matrons.
Rudolf Steiner chats with Two Women who we might have
seen previously at the Theosophical Society. But his eye
is on HILMA...
Across the room. Looking beautiful in a bright gown. We
see HILMA
Peering up at a Viking sword and scabbard on the wall.
The intricate detailing on the handle of the sword and
the scabbard resemble Amaliel’s tattooed arms.
She reads the inscription on the wall beside it:
VARANGIAN GUARD SWORD AND SCABBARD circa 11th century.
STEINER (O.S.)
Fierce mercenaries. Noted for their
loyalty.
Hilma turns and sees Rudolf Steiner.
HILMA
Herr Steiner.
STEINER
A pleasure seeing you again.
HILMA
I’m delighted you remember me.
STEINER
You have a formidable presence.
He might be hitting on her but she doesn’t take notice.
HILMA
I didn’t realize you would be in
Stockholm for so long.
STEINER
I leave for London end of week. People
are anxious to learn.
HILMA
I feel fortunate to have heard you speak.
I’ve been a student of your work for many
years.
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STEINER
You strike me as someone who will go far.
The capacities to gain insight into the
higher worlds lie dormant within each one
of us.
Hilma reacts.
HILMA
May I be honest?
Of course.

STEINER

HILMA
They no longer lie dormant in me.
Steiner studies her for a moment.
STEINER
Do you have children. Often women will
confuse the mystery of carrying a child
with --HILMA
I don’t have children.
Summoning her courage.
HILMA (CONT’D)
You said for those who can see, there is
no need to prove their explanations.
He nods in agreement. Reacting to her wearily. She checks
to see no one’s listening.
HILMA (CONT’D)
(discreet)
Herr Steiner, I have been to the Astral
Plane.
A beat as he takes that in.
STEINER
How can you be sure?
HILMA
The same way I know I am standing before
you.
Steiner hesitates. A moment ago she was a pretty woman he
considered hitting on (to the degree that this is
possible), now it’s taken an unexpected turn.
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STEINER
It’s very difficult to reach the plane.
HILMA
I know. I tried for a long time. The
first time was terrifying. I had to learn
to control my fears. (beat) Thoughts have
power on the plane.
He finally nods acceptance.
STEINER
And what business did you have there?
HILMA
A commission.
INT. HALLWAY/THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY
Hilma’s Primordial Chaos paintings hang in a long line
against a white wall. Hilma and Anna hang the last
painting and steps back to check that it is straight.
Anna peers up at their strange beauty.
INT. HALLWAY - LATER
Steiner walks the hallway, studying the paintings.
STEINER
You say this Master speaks through you.
HILMA
Guides the work. Like a single breath
between us.
As they walk.
STEINER
You say he called them The Paintings for
the Temple.
Hilma nods. Anna listens. Getting the full story for the
first time.
STEINER (CONT’D)
What is their function.
HILMA
To restore a lost language to the world.
To restore the concept of oneness.
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Close on Steiner’s face looking for a reaction. He is not
convinced.
STEINER
I’m sorry to tell you this, but a woman
wouldn’t be allowed direct contact with
the Spirits.
Hilma is deeply affected by this response but holds it
all in check.
STEINER (CONT’D)
Dangerous spirits are often able to
penetrate weaker minds.
HILMA
My mind is not weak.
STEINER
Perhaps for a woman but -- no. You have
to destroy this work at once.
INT. SITTING ROOM, HILMA’S APARTMENT
Hilma sits in stunned silence. Anna peers down at her and
speaks with authority.
ANNA
Don’t destroy the work.
Hilma peers at her with tears in her eyes.
ANNA (CONT’D)
Hilma. You’re doing something no one else
has ever done.
Hilma listens intently.
ANNA (CONT’D)
You have to protect the work. And keep
going.
Suddenly...
EXT. VARIOUS STREETS/ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
Hilma makes her way through the city. She appears
slightly tentative, not precisely sure where she is going
but following her senses.
She spots a building she recognizes and disappears down
the street.
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EXT. STREET/ASTRAL CITY - NIGHT
She peers up at a darkened building. The Astral Memory
projects across the top floors. Her look across the
street takes us to the other side. There we find the
windows of Amaliel’s bedroom.
INT. DOORWAY/AMALIEL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma knocks on the door. There is no answer. She tries
the handle. The door opens.
INT. AMALIEL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma makes her way through the foyer, into the library.
The door to the bedroom is open and through the doorway
she sees the Astral Memory.
She peers in but there is no sign of Amaliel. She turns
and sees a doorway on the other side of the great room.
INT. INDOOR POOL/AMALIEL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Amaliel swims in a glistening indoor green art deco pool.
He peers up as Hilma enters. She sits on the edge of the
pool by the steps.
He floats in the water nearby. Studying her face.
AMALIEL
It’s not safe for you here.
HILMA
It’s not safe for me anywhere.
He swims over.
She studies the tattoos on his arms. Realizing now that
they run all the way up his neck. They are exactly the
same as the ones on the sword and she understands that he
was once a mercenary. But a loyal one.
HILMA (CONT’D)
I was told to destroy the work.
AMALIEL
Do not destroy the work.
She peers at him, deeply unhappy.
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HILMA
Told a Master would never communicate
with a woman.
AMALIEL
Never said I was a Master.
She peers at him. He takes her hand and pulls her gently,
into the water.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
The work is for the future.
We sense she doesn’t like the way that sounds.
HILMA
But what about the Temple?
AMALIEL
It’s enough for it to exist in your mind.
(beat) For now.
His words sink in as Hilma begins to truly understand her
reality..
HILMA
You’re saying -- No one will ever see -AMALIEL
I will see. Others will see later.
Somehow this doesn’t feel like consolation.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
Protect the work.
A beat.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
You are free to create.
HILMA
(barely a whisper)
Because I’m alone.
A pioneer.
Alone.
Shhhhhh....

AMALIEL
HILMA
AMALIEL
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He pulls her in. She wraps her legs around him. Burying
her head in his neck. He glides her around the pool. She
nuzzles her face against his until finally... they kiss.
His kisses bring tears to her eyes, almost like a
consolation. He pulls her in even closer, she inhales and
arches her back just as -INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM
Hilma wakes in a cold sweat. Tears running down her
cheeks.
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
Hilma slips out the front door quietly. We stay in the
empty hallway for a moment.
INT. BEDROOM/HALLIDAY’S APARTMENT
Halliday wakes to the sound of knocking on his door.
INT. FRONT DOOR - NIGHT
Halliday opens the front door and finds Hilma in tears.
HALLIDAY
(concerned)
What’s wrong?
He pulls her in quickly. Closes the door before anyone sees.
INT. HALLIDAY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma peers at Halliday with tears in her eyes.
HILMA
I work so hard. I try so hard. I do my
best. Always and it’s never enough -they won’t let me -Halliday pulls her close. Trying to understand.
HALLIDAY
Who won’t let you -HILMA
Everyone. Everywhere.
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HALLIDAY
It’s okay. Shhh..
HILMA
I can’t not do this and they won’t let
me.
The penny drops.
HALLIDAY
Is this about the Art Society?
Hilma nods. Clinging to him as she let’s go.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
You don’t need them. You don’t need any
of them.
She peers up at him. Kindness in his eyes.
You have me.

HALLIDAY (CONT’D)

He wipes the tears from her cheek.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
You don’t have to worry anymore. Don’t
have to please anyone anymore. You can do
what you want -Hilma only beginning to realize what he means.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
We can get married. And you can be free -finally. From all the petty nonsense that
wears on you.
His words give solace.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
But please, stop crying -- I’ve just
asked you to marry me.
She laughs a little. But the tears keep coming.
HILMA
Sorry. Yes. (crying) Happy now -- so -HALLIDAY
Okay -- happy is okay...
He kisses her. She kisses him back.
And now here they are. Alone in his apartment.
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INT. BEDROOM
Hilma and Halliday kissing on the bed. Hilma pulling back
his shirt, reaching down between his legs. We sense
Halliday is torn between pleasure and something else. Not
duty, not honor, something more akin to fear.
He opens his eyes. Stares at Hilma lost to her desire. We
sense that he is frightened by her capacity.
He closes his eyes. Willing himself to go along but he
can’t. He stops things before they can go further.
HALLIDAY
(whispering)
We can’t. Not yet. No...
Hilma opens her eyes. Peers up at him with confusion.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Not yet. Soon.
Hilma rolls over. Catching her breath. Not sure what went
wrong. Halliday turns toward her. Runs his finger down
her cheek.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
I had sworn that I would revenge myself
when I got here. But then I met you.
Hilma smiles and nods gently with understanding.
INT. SMALL STUDIO - DAY
Hilma and Anna together in the studio cluttered with
pieces of old furniture.
ANNA
My uncle uses it for storage. Said if we
clear it out --HILMA
I don’t have much to spare to pay rent
for a studio. I need to get some
commissions.
ANNA
You don’t have to pay. It’s yours if you
want it.
Hilma looks at the light from the window and the way it
brightens the room. She exhales. It’s perfect.
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INT. NEW STUDIO - NIGHT
The junk has been cleared. All that remains is a small
table that Hilma uses as a worktable, a tattered chaise
lounge and a metal cabinet for storing supplies.
Hilma sits on the floor in front of a large sheet of
paper taped to the floor.
Amaliel sits in the overlay but now he’s across from her.
No longer guiding but seeing.
She paints two intertwined swans. One black. One white.
Necks intertwined. Sensual.
She studies it for a moment. Amaliel leans forward
curious.
Hilma transforms the two swans.
The colors mix and meld, hints of pink and reds. Until
she commands only white and black to appear with her
paintbrush.
The swans transform into a perfect circle containing half
black and half white. Hilma once again roughs out the
heads of the swans. Considering the transition, from
figure to abstract to whole oneness back to duality.
She looks at him. Pleased. He nods his approval back.
INT. ASTRAL PLANE - NIGHT
Amaliel reacts to the sound of someone knocking on his
door. He leaves Hilma to answer it and she disappears
from view.
INT. DOORWAY/AMALIEL’S APARTMENT
Esther is at the door. Amaliel looks uneasy. She sees
this.
ESTHER
May I come in?
INT. BEDROOM/AMALIEL’S APARTMENT
Amaliel gazes at the Astral Memory Projection. Esther
approaches. Tentative.
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ESTHER
I thought you’d be pleased.
Amaliel appears conflicted.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
This is what you’ve wanted.
Esther reacts with frustration.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
You were right. The forces of materialism
and decadence are taking their fight to
the higher plane. War is an eventuality
on Earth. They see that now.
AMALIEL
(he knows)
The young men who die in battle will
arrive with all their powers in tact.
Angry. Ripe for radicalization. And the
Shells will devour them and transport
themselves into the higher planes.
ESTHER
But you will be there. You will stop
them.
AMALIEL
What about Hilma?
Esther brushes off the question as if it is a mere after
thought.
The girl?

ESTHER

He nods.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
Others can handle it. Gregor maybe.
A long beat. Esther studies his face still not grasping
his hesitation.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
Are you worried about the transition? You
will feel the change but it will be
seamless...
AMALIEL
I know what to expect.
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ESTHER
It will be soon but not immediate.
He nods. She lingers. Smiles at him.
ESTHER (CONT’D)
Aren’t you going to invite me to stay?
Not tonight.

AMALIEL

INT. HILMA’S NEW STUDIO
Anna reclines on the chaise lounge watching Hilma clean
her brushes.
A few new commissions are hanging on the walls as they
dry: A PORTRAIT in progress of a beady-eyed man and
several anatomical sketches of eyeballs for a medical
textbook.
ANNA
(referring to the portrait)
Those eyes.
HILMA
That’s what he looks like.
ANNA
Separate them a little.
HILMA
(laughs)
Then it won’t look like him.
ANNA
Does he realize how unfortunate looking
he is?
HILMA
(amused)
Stop it -ANNA
Perhaps he’s a great dancer.
HILMA
No, he hates to dance. He doesn’t drink
and he thinks working women are
responsible for societal decline.
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ANNA
(amused)
Why did he hire you?
HILMA
Because I said I would do it for half the
price.
There’s a KNOCK on the door. Halliday enters. The studio
feels cramped with three people in it. Halliday seems ill
at ease with the set up. We sense a subtle disapproval.
HALLIDAY
(noticing the portrait)
My god, that man’s eyes -- are positively
disturbing.
Hilma and Anna swap smiles. Privately amused. As Anna
gets to her feet and grabs her jacket.
ANNA
I’m off. See you later.
A quick smile to Halliday and she exits.
HALLIDAY
Should I go down and make sure she gets a
cab. There were very few on the street.
Hilma reacts to his thoughtfulness.
HILMA
That’s nice of you. But she lives in the
building.
Halliday didn’t realize. Now that he does, we sense
something uneasy stirring inside him. He half glances at
the portrait.
Who is this?

HALLIDAY

Hilma puts her supplies into a metal cabinet against the
wall.
HILMA
Mr. Lundgren. My newest commission.
HALLIDAY
He comes here?
Hilma reacts with amused irritation.
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HILMA
How else would I paint him?
Halliday looks at Lundgren, his beady eyes staring back at
him. Halliday reacts to it as if it were a challenge.
EXT. DJURGÅRDSBRUNN - DAY
Hilma and Halliday sit at a table by the glass wall in
the lower pavilion. Waiters hurry by.
There’s an older man with a shop girl. An actor with his
wife and children. Prim, priestly. And in the corner a
solitary odd eccentric shares his meal with his dog.
Hilma eats happily. Halliday seems preoccupied.
HALLIDAY
Why doesn’t Anna have anyone?
HILMA
(shrugs)
She likes her independence. If she’s
married she’ll need permission to paint.
Men in Stockholm are not so enlightened...
He nods though the truth is Halliday is beginning to have
suspicions about Anna and they will continue to grow.
HILMA (CONT’D)
I’m looking forward to Mid-Summer.
Yes.

HALLIDAY

HILMA
Anna and I always make all the flower
wreathes for the children.
HALLIDAY
Anna’s coming with us?
HILMA
Of course. She always comes.
HALLIDAY
How long have you two known one another?
HILMA
Since we were school girls. Her father
was a Naval engineer.
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HALLIDAY
Your father was an Admiral.
So?

HILMA

He shrugs it off.
HALLIDAY
Feels a bit opportunistic.
Hilma reacts, wondering where this line of questioning is
coming from.
HILMA
We were children when we met. Children
don’t think like that.
EXT. ADELSÖ ISLAND - DAY
An island in the middle of Lake Mälaren in Sweden. We see
various shots: pine clad rocky hills; open fields with
wild blue berries; a rune stone; quaint cottages dotting
the shoreline. It is midsummer and there are only about
two hours of darkness a night.
EXT. HANMORA/KLINT SUMMER COMPOUND - DAY
We might recognize this place because it’s where we first
glimpsed Hilma as a teenager. There is a large main
house. A smaller house for servants: where a mother and
daughter live and look after the property when the Klints
are not here. There’s also a sauna and a large barn.
EXT. MAIN HOUSE - DAY
A white farm house with a wrap around covered porch that
overlooks a flat grassy garden that extends all the way
to the sea. The yard in front of the house is cut back so
that children can run and play on it. Further out, the
grasses are longer and more wild and dotted with
blueberries, ligonberry and an assortment of wild flowers
in yellow, purple and white.
EXT. VARIOUS/OUTDOOR - DAY
The family picnics on a blanket in the field.
Splashes in the water along the shore. Hilma splashes
Halliday. He laughs.
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Molly sets the table for dinner.
Anna and Hilma chase Erik. Hilma catches him and kisses
him.
Hilma and Anna collect flowers in the field.
INT. SITTING ROOM - NIGHT
The curtains are drawn so the room is warm and cozy.
Erik lies with his head on his mother’s lap on the sofa.
Anna sits nearby, making a wreath. Gustaf smokes a cigar
by the fireplace listening to the soft music playing from
a recorder.
Hilma plays a game of gin with her mother. Halliday
sitting beside Hilma keeping score as Tilda lays down her
cards.
HALLIDAY
(counting them)
That’s five hundred.
You cheat.
Never.

HILMA
TILDA

HILMA
(to Halliday)
What do you think?
HALLIDAY
I think your mother’s skills outshine
yours and you don’t like that.
Tilda laughs.
HILMA
(to Tilda)
I still think you cheat.
Anna completes a final wreath and adds it to the box
beside her chair.
ANNA
I’m heading up. (To Hilma) Leave the
light on for you?
HILMA
I’ll come up now.
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Tilda hands the cards to her mother who hands them to
Halliday.
TILDA
(to Halliday)
Can I interest you?
HILMA
(to Halliday)
See you in the morning.
Halliday shuffles the cards with one eye on Hilma and
Anna as they disappear up the staircase.
EXT. PARK/ADELSO ISLAND - DAY
MID-SUMMER CELEBRATION VARIOUS
Twenty children run around the Maypole wearing the flower
wreathes that Hilma and Anna made.
Hilma watches from the sidelines, wearing a beautiful
floral wreath. Halliday beside her. Both of them enjoying
the sight.
Hilma pulls Halliday into the crowd as they perform the
traditional Little Frog dance around the maypole.
It’s all very playful and light hearted and vaguely
impressionistic.
LATER
The men play TUG OF WAR. Halliday leads Gustaf’s team to
victory.
Hilma, Babette, Anna and Tilda cheer from the long picnic
table where the women sit.
LATER
Hilma and Erik run together in a blindfold race.
Hilma pulls off her blindfold. She and Erik have won.
Hilma smiles at Halliday. He returns the sentiment.
She looks for her mother at the picnic table and her
expression shifts.
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HILMA’S POV
Tilda is on the ground beside the long picnic table.
Hilma runs to her mother. She drops to the ground beside
her. Tilda is unconscious.
Hilma shakes her mother trying to wake her.
Gustaf and Babette and Halliday see what’s happening and
come running.
Hilma holds her mother’s hand.
INT. TILDA’S BEDROOM, APARTMENT (STOCKHOLM)
Hilma sits beside Tilda, on the bed, as the DOCTOR checks
Tilda’s eyes with a primitive otoscope (they used
mirrors).
The Doctor checks one eye. Then the other. Lingering for
a moment before pulling away. From the look on his face
it’s not good.
INT. HALLWAY
The doctor confers with Hilma, Gustaf, Halliday and
Babette.
DOCTOR
Was a blood sugar issue that caused the
fall.
Erik comes running into the hallway. Anna wrangles him
back into the sitting room with an apologetic look on her
face.
DOCTOR (CONT’D)
More troubling, I can see the blood
vessels in the back of her eye.
Unfortunately it’s too far gone.
GUSTAF
I don’t understand.
Hilma knows exactly what this means.
HILMA
She’s going blind.
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No.

GUSTAF
(stunned)

She’s right.

DOCTOR

GUSTAF
Surely there’s a specialist. We could
operate.
HILMA
There’s no cure.
DOCTOR
I’m afraid there isn’t. And someone needs
to tell her. (beat) You have to prepare.
She’ll need full time care.
Gustaf looks pale as Erik runs out into the hallway
again. Anna chasing him back.
I’ll do it.

HILMA

EXT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE TILDA’S BEDROOM
Hilma stands outside the doorway trying to push away
fear. Halliday stands by her side as Anna approaches.
ANNA
Do you want me to go in with you?
Hilma shakes her head, no. Halliday peers at Anna with
irritation.
Thank you.

HILMA

Hilma takes a deep breath and enters her mother’s
bedroom.
INT. SITTING ROOM
Hilma returns. Gustaf, Babette and Halliday look up
eagerly as Hilma returns.
GUSTAF
How did she take it?
Anna serves tea. Trying her best to be helpful.
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HILMA
With her usual grace.
Hilma sits. Anna pours her a cup of tea but the pot is
empty.
ANNA
Make some more.
She disappears into the kitchen.
hand.

Halliday takes Hilma’s

HALLIDAY
(discreetly)
I think it’s time Anna went home.
Hilma slightly thrown by the curious statement.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
This is a family matter.
His gaze is firm. She nods anxiously.
INT. KITCHEN
Hilma enters as Anna boils water for the tea.
HILMA
You must be so tired.
I’m fine.

ANNA

HILMA
Go. It’s okay. I can do this.
ANNA
I don’t mind.
HILMA
I know. But I feel badly. Ruined Midsummer for you. Forcing you to run around
like a hand maid.
A long beat between them. Anna studies Hilma’s face and
senses something is up but circumstances being what they
are, she doesn’t press.
ANNA
I’ll leave it to you then.
She hugs her friend. Hilma holds her tight before letting
go.
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INT. DOORWAY, APARTMENT
Anna leaves, as she turns back to shut the door she sees
Halliday in the hallway looking at her. She gives him a
small smile. He doesn’t return the favor.
INT. SITTING ROOM - LATER
Hilma sits. Erik climbs on the sofa with her. She puts
her arm around him and pulls him in for a hug.
BABETTE
She’s strong.
HILMA
We’ll need to think about her needs
moving forward.
HALLIDAY
She’ll live with us. It goes without
saying.
Gustaf not sure what they’re talking about. Hilma smiles
small as she comes clean.
HILMA
I’ve been discreet.
HALLIDAY
We have decided to get married. In time
of course. We have to first go to London,
perhaps for Christmas, meet my parents...
Once the formalities are over, we can
plan properly.
BABETTE
This is wonderful news.
GUSTAF
I only wish it could be under happier
circumstances.
EXT. KUNGAN GARDEN
Hilma sits with Gustaf. The cherry blossoms are starting
to die.
GUSTAF
He’ll be a fine brother-in-law. Truth is
I thought you’d never marry. You and
Anna, modern women and all that.
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She half smiles.
HILMA
He doesn’t seem keen on her.
GUSTAF
He’s feeling possessive. I was that way
with Babette at first. Jealous of her
friends and their closeness.
Hilma seems surprised by this. He shrugs.
HILMA
Will you leave the Navy then? With all
this business between you.
GUSTAF
The plan is he will eventually go back to
London.
Which means she will be going to London, a reality that
she hadn’t fully considered before this moment.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
I’ll remain here and we’ll work it that
way. His lawyer is drawing up the
paperwork.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
For once, everything has worked out. Even
mother. We’ll be able to provide for her
properly.
Hilma nods.
GUSTAF (CONT’D)
I can finally see a future for us. All
that’s left is the reception at Countess
Lind’s.
Hilma nods, gently. Half listening as she peers up at the
luminous shell of a snail on the side of a nearby cherry
tree.
INT. LIND MANSION - NIGHT
A grand Beaux Arts mansion. COUNTESS LIND and her husband
the COUNT host. This is a cocktail reception with about
FORTY or so guests, all of them wealthy.
VARIOUS PARTY MINGLING COVERAGE
Halliday and Gustaf chat with three moneyed men.
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Babette laughs at the joke of some wealthy matrons.
Hilma is beautiful in a new gown. Halliday steals a
glance in her direction. She smiles back. Pleased with
the attention as Countess Lind approaches.
COUNTESS
How is your mother? We are all worried.
HILMA
She’s well. Determined to be independent.
Learning Braille.
COUNTESS
(impressed)
That’s your mother. Indomitable.
And we have a sense where Hilma might get it from.
COUNTESS (CONT’D)
She must be thrilled with you and Mr.
Halliday.
HILMA
Pleased. Yes.
COUNTESS
Probably for the best that Herr Steiner
cut things off before they went too far.
Hilma not quite sure what that means as Halliday approaches.
COUNTESS (CONT’D)
I was telling Hilma how pleased I am -Thank you.

HALLIDAY

Hilma takes a moment to recover but finally smiles.
COUNTESS
(to Hilma)
London’s fast pace will suit you.
HALLIDAY
Very demanding social schedule.
COUNTESS
You young women need excitement.
Stockholm can’t provide. Of course you
had your painting but that was really a
way to keep occupied.
Hilma caught off guard by the remark.
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HALLIDAY
Now it’s a source of frustration.
The Countess nods in agreement.
COUNTESS
Better to find pride in the management of
your house and servants instead of
contributing a few shillings toward the
expenses of a neglected home.
In spite of her coolness, Hilma looks thwarted, thrown
off balance.
INT. HALLWAY, OUTSIDE ATRIUM - LATER
Hilma steals a peek into the atrium.
INT. ATRIUM - CONTINUOUS
Halliday stands before twenty men who sit in rows of
gilded armchairs.
HALLIDAY
The world has become a very complicated
place. Turkish decline, Russian expansion.
Norway and Sweden, no longer united by
monarchy, find themselves in a political
void. Into this void, the Germans come
offering investments and aide.
A pause.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
The Monarchy applauds their efforts. Why?
A puzzled pause.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Because the Crown Prince is married to a
German and she would happily see Sweden
turned into a vassal state.
There is uncomfortable silence.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
This is why I come to you. The true
leaders of Sweden.
He stares down on them like a benevolent messenger God.
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HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
(eyeing specific groups of
men)
Steel, railroads, shipping.
The men feel their power. Sit up a little straighter in
their seats.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
My country offers an alliance. Long term
partnerships with equity ownership
components. Capital to complete your
railroads, strengthen steel production
and most importantly keep you firmly in
control of the Baltic.
A pause.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Your leaders roll over and play dead
while the Germans build ships that will
control your ports. War is coming. A fact
no longer in doubt.
There is a worried silence.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Sweden’s fate is in your hands. You have
the power to transform your government’s
policy of neutrality into the supreme art
of war. To subdue the enemy without
fighting. Best of all (as a smile spreads
across his face) you will profit in the
process.
INT. HALLWAY, OUTSIDE LIBRARY - CONTINUOUS
Hilma stares at Halliday with horror.
INT. LIBRARY
Hilma sits with The Countess as Halliday approaches with
concern.
HALLIDAY
What happened?
COUNTESS
She became very pale. Came on suddenly.
He takes Hilma’s hand. She can barely bring herself to
look at him.
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HALLIDAY
(to Hilma)
Shall I see you home?
HILMA
No. That won’t be necessary. You have
more important things to do.
Halliday looks uncertain.
COUNTESS
We can have our driver bring her.
HALLIDAY
Would that not be too much trouble?
Not at all.

COUNTESS

EXT. SIDEWALK, OUTSIDE BIRCH’S CAFE - NIGHT
A Daimler rolls to a stop at the curb. Hilma steps out of
the car.
She sees Anna through the window, eating dinner alone.
INT. BIRCH’S CAFE - NIGHT
Hilma has joined Anna at the table.
HILMA
He was right in front of me all this time
but I didn’t see him.
ANNA
Are you certain?
HILMA
He was very frank. He will not allow -The word hangs for a moment...
HILMA (CONT’D)
My artistic life will end. I will be
expected to run the home and socialize.
Hilma doesn’t hide her misgivings.
HILMA (CONT’D)
Married to a war profiteer.
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ANNA
Then break it off.
Hilma nods anxiously.
HILMA
Gustaf. If I don’t go along... All his
plans. And my mother... What am I to do?
Anna sees her anxiety. Reacts in a confident manner.
ANNA
There’s always a tug of war with
relationships. Think of your father. He
didn’t want you to go to the Academy but
you persevered and he became your biggest
champion. Nothing has happened yet. You
won’t be moving to London for at least a
year.
Hilma takes a moment to compress her anxiety and finally
nods agreement.
EXT. SIDEWALK, ACROSS FROM HILMA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Halliday walks purposefully. His look across the street
takes us to the other side. There we find Hilma and Anna
walking into Hilma’s apartment building.
The sight sparks a reaction. Halliday’s face hardens. For
a moment there is a struggle inside his head. Then a
darker impulse takes over.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Hilma lies asleep in bed. Anna asleep next to her. We
have the sense that they are like sisters.
Hilma is awakened by the sound of knocking on the front
door.
INT. HALLWAY/ HILMA’S APARTMENT
Hilma rushes out of her bedroom, pulling on her robe.
Gustaf?
The pounding continues.

HILMA
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Open up.

HALLIDAY (O.S.)

She rushes to the door and opens it. Halliday barges in.
Smelling of booze and sweat and anger.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Think you can mock me?
She reacts with bewilderment as he comes at her like a bull.
What?

HILMA

HALLIDAY
Make a fool of me.
He grabs her by her hair and drags her into the sitting
room.
INT. SITTING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Hilma stumbles to the floor. She eyes an iron from the
fireplace but leaves it as she pulls herself up quickly.
HILMA
You’re drunk.
Halliday stops and studies Hilma.
HALLIDAY
I see everything clearly now.
He comes close and stares into her eyes.
HILMA
What do you see?
Your desire.

HALLIDAY

There is a terrified silence.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
What goes on in that little studio of
yours?
HILMA
You’re talking nonsense. You’re drunk.
You should go before my mother wakes and
sees you like this.
He shoves her against the wall.
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HALLIDAY
Do you and Anna do things to one another?
She shoves back. He holds her against the wall.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
And that man who sits for you.
His hands are shaking and his eyes are wild.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
Did you fuck him? Is that what you do?
Hilma kicks him. Halliday reacts. As she runs past him he
grabs her and knocks her to the ground. Hilma fights
back. An ugly exchange.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
I could sense it. Your smugness. The way
you laugh together --- but even before
then.
He holds her arms so she can’t move. Hilma kicks and
flails, full of snarling fighting fury. Halliday holds
her down harder.
HALLIDAY (CONT’D)
That night when you came to me. I saw what
you were capable of. Never satisfied.
Hilma’s face hardens.
You’re mad.

HILMA

She spits in his face and gets away from him.
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT
Hilma scrambles down the hallway. Halliday tackles her.
Pulls up her night dress.
HALLIDAY
This is what you want.
Hilma elbows him hard and runs toward her bedroom.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Hilma rushes inside. Anna wakes from the noise as
Halliday enters. He peers out at Anna in the bed. He
hisses.
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HALLIDAY
I knew it --He grabs Hilma by the neck drags her out of the room.
There is an ugly scrum in the hallway. Tilda emerges from
her room and begins to yell as she feels her way down the
dark hallway.
Tilda tries to pull Halliday off Hilma. Halliday knocks
Tilda to the ground as Anna slams Halliday in the back
with a fire iron.
Get out!

ANNA

Halliday reels. Close on his face, looking for a
reaction. He is horrified. He turns and stumbles down the
hallway.
We stay with Hilma’s reaction as the door slams shut.
LATER
Anna lies asleep in the bed. Hilma peers out the window
looking at the feint edges of the Transparent Overlay.
INT. OFFICE, WAYSTATION - NIGHT
Hilma enters quietly as Gregor works at his desk. Gregor
looks up and studies her.
GREGOR
Last time you came, I didn’t realize who
you were.
Hilma has no response to that.
HILMA
I’m looking for Amaliel.
GREGOR
You and I will be communicating more in
the future. And I welcome the opportunity
to serve. Whatever you need.
HILMA
What about Amaliel?
GREGOR
His service here has ended.
We come close to Hilma’s face as she reacts.
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EXT. VARIOUS STREETS/ASTRAL CITY

- NIGHT

Hilma walks with purpose.
She traverses city block after city block, passing
butcher shops and public halls. Passes beautiful
apartments and burned out buildings. Avoiding lurking
Shades and Nightmares.
INT. FRONT DOOR/AMALIEL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Hilma reaches Amaliel’s door. She turns the handle and
enters.
INT. BEDROOM, AMALIEL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Amaliel sits in a chair watching the Astral Projection.
HILMA (O.S.)
Take me with you.
Amaliel turns and sees her.
I can’t.

AMALIEL

Heartache in her eyes.
Why now?

HILMA

He studies her face. Memorizing it.
AMALIEL
Because they see I am capable of love.
Hilma looks away.
HILMA
What you ask of me is too difficult.
Amaliel goes to her.
AMALIEL
Not meant to be easy.
He pulls her close.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
You are too strong to give up.
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HILMA
One can be strong and weak at the same
time.
Amaliel nods gently.
AMALIEL
You are part of something much bigger
now.
She stares out at the images of the ASTRAL MEMORY playing
outside his window for a moment. Then she turns back to
him.
Help me see.

HILMA

He steps behind her and pulls her in close. He exhales
and they move forward together...
THE ROAR of the SEA becomes audible as they enter a vast
City-scape with MASSIVE BUILDINGS.
AMALIEL
Here imagination and form determine your
reality.
As Hilma looks HER imagination gives way to a different
reality.
EXT. HILMA’S REALITY
A field of green, like a broad expanse of soft velvet
spreads out before them. The sky is a light violet. There
is a barn. It has been converted into a studio with
several large scale paintings in process. They seem to
glow.
There is a white farmhouse and there are children
playing.
Hilma reacts with happiness as Amaliel approaches. In
this ‘reality’ he is returning home. She goes to him and
kisses him. It has the feel of a dream but in this dream
Amaliel is the guide.
AMALIEL
And now we move further to the next
level.
He places his arm around her waste and they move forward
together.
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THE ‘OM’ sound becomes audible. Hilma watches as reality
shifts. The world around them begins to deconstruct.
AMALIEL (CONT’D)
(explaining)
The mental plane. Here forms manifest
themselves as abstract numbers and
geometric figures.
Everything becomes a shape or a number or a wave.
A WAVE carries them forward into the deepest of space.
They pass JUPITER and SATURN and peer into the vast
darkness of infinity.
Amaliel guides them backward and the move inward. Down
into the realm of the unseen. Inside molecules and cells
past DNA and into the smallest of quarks which releases
them back into the vast infinity.
They move toward the light of the sun. Where they EXPLODE
into a warm light. And return to the tangible world.
Images play out before her eyes.
A baby in her mother’s arms
A snowflake
A drop of water
A flower as it blooms
INT. BEDROOM, - CONTINUOUS
Soft flickering candlelight gives birth to shadows on the
walls.
Hilma and Amaliel together in the bed. A tangle of limbs
and sheets. It is as if the world has stopped. There is
only their passion. Defying logic, time and reason.
They are enveloped in a brilliant white light that
contains a sliver of blinding gold. This is the razor’s
edge and through it, Hilma catches a glimpse of the
primordial unity.
The Oneness of all.
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INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - DAY
Hilma wakes as vivid afternoon sun slants through her
windows.
INT. KITCHEN
Anna pours a cup of coffee as Molly prepares lunch.
ANNA
Your mother sent for Gustaf.
MOLLY
Are you alright?
Hilma nods.
INT. HILMA’S BEDROOM - DAY (LATER)
We hear the boom of Gustaf’s voice as he argues with
Tilda and Babette in another room.
Hilma’s focus is with Erik as they peer out at the glyph
drawings on her wall.
Hilma points to the symbol for Jupiter.
HILMA
That means courage.
The dull hum of Gustaf’s anger makes for a tense mood in
the room.
HILMA (CONT’D)
(pointing to another)
This means love.
Hilma looks through her window and sees Amaliel in the
Transparent Overlay. He smiles at her. Erik peers through
the window and waves to Amaliel.
ERIK
He wishes you peace.
Hilma glances at Erik, realizing that he too has the
gift.
INT. FARMHOUSE/ADELSO ISLAND, SWEDEN (ANOTHER SUMMER)
Time has passed. The family has found a way to move on.
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Gustaf runs around the front garden with Erik (6) and
their two-year-old DAUGHTER toddles behind him.
Tilda sits on the front porch. She’s blind now but she
seems to get as much pleasure listening to their laughter
as she would watching them.
Molly fixes the table for lunch. Anna walks onto the
porch with a jug of lemonade. Babette helps Tilda to the
table. Erik runs off.
INT./EXT. BARN DOORWAY - DAY
Converted into a studio. Hilma stands at the doorway.
Taking a break. Paint on her clothing. She feels the wind
on her face as she sees Erik approaching.
IRIS (V.O.)
It is impossible to separate desire from
creation.
EXT. ADELSO ISLAND/SWEDEN - DAY
Hilma follows Erik through the fields.
IRIS (V.O.)
The artist does what lovers do.
While he runs ahead, she feels the air parting against her
face as the world opens up for her just as it did when she
was a girl.
EXT. HANMORA/KLINT SUMMER COMPOUND
AT THE TABLE
The family shares a meal bathed in the summer sunshine.
All tension between them is gone. Hilma is very much at
peace.
IRIS (V.O.)
She reveals the beloved within and frees
the undiscovered self.
INT. GALLERY/UNIVERSITY RESERCH FACILITY - DAY (FRAMING
NARRATIVE)
Iris leads Erik and Johan into the large gallery. Hilma’s
work is on display. The effect for Erik is slightly
overwhelming.
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He walks the room alone. Iris and Johan give him space.
Erik pauses in front of one of the Ten Largest. A massive
painting (12x8)
He peers up at it with tears in his eyes.
ON THE PAINTING
Deliriously beautiful with bright flower-like shapes that
float like bubbles through an orange ground, embellished
by cryptic diagrams and codes formed in an ecstatic
curlicue script.
INT. LECTURE HALL - NIGHT
Iris stands before a large audience of students (maybe
100). Slides of Hilma’s Paintings for the Temple Series
flash on the screen behind her.
IRIS
Af Klint’s work moves seamlessly between
minimalism, abstraction and figuration;
Numerals, texts and diagrammatic shapes
drift in and out of focus... She was a
pioneer. Unseen. But a pioneer none the
less.
INT. SMALL STUDIO - NIGHT
Cans of hand-mixed tempera paint; burnt orange, dusty
pink, ochre yellow and blood red.
Hilma finishes taping an enormous sheet of paper (8x12) to
the floor. She’s barefoot, her skirt hiked up.
IRIS (V.O.)
For her, the real art was contained in
the action itself.
There is a low beat in the background.
IRIS (V.O.)
In the risk...
Hilma dips a large brush into the paint as the beat grows.
IRIS (V.O.)
The energy...
Color oozes off the end of the brush.
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The dance...

IRIS (V.O.)

As the music reaches a pumping dance beat, Hilma steps
out onto the paper and paints...

THE END

*

Image File Appendix
Juan Gris painting
Jupiter Symbol
Ancient Alchemy Symbols
Alchemy/Magura Symbols comparisons
Magura Cave
Primordial Chaos - 3 examples
The Swan - 3 examples
The Ten Largest - 3 examples
Shells

